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Approximately 57% energy consumption of a commercial building is associated with Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems (HVACs). As key sub-systems of HVACs, air handling systems
are used to condition air to satisfy human thermal comfort and air quality requirements. Identifying failure
modes and estimating their severities allow maintenance crews to know which faults have occurred, how
critical they are, and be guided in the repair process to improve the system availability. Fault diagnosis
saves 10-40% of HVAC energy consumption, and makes systems to satisfy human requirements, thus is
critical. However, it is complex because of fault propagation across components and high false alarm rates.
To address this issue, in this thesis, to capture fault propagation impacts in an efficient manner, coupled
HMMs are developed to identify failure modes. To filter out false alarms, “coupled statistical process
control” techniques are developed by using state transitions matrices representing coupling among
components.
Because of lack of physical knowledge and experience, certain fault types are unknown and falsely
identified as known fault types. Thus, identifying new fault types and their severities is also important. To
adapt to changing environments, a new online learning algorithm is developed to update parameters of
HMMs given new observations. To identify new fault types with low false identification rates, a robust
statistical method is developed to compare current HMM observations with those expected from existing
states to obtain potential new types, and then confirm new types by checking whether observations have a
significant change.

Ying Yan,
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Late fault detection and diagnosis may cause enormous operation and maintenance cost since
unexpected breakdowns already occurred. Therefore, fault prognosis is critical since it allows system
operators to know Remaining Useful lives (RULs) of systems and their components, and prevents
unexpected breakdowns. Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMMs) use explicit time-duration distributions
to capture state evolutions, thus are used to estimate RULs. To estimate state of HSMMs with low
computational effort, a statistical method is developed to select potential state transition points from original
ones and estimate them. To reflect accumulation of fault impacts, “mapping matrices” are extracted from
physics-based models representing relationships between capacities of components or systems and faultrelated parameters.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivations
Commercial buildings consume almost 20% of the total primary energy used in the United States [1]. As
much as 30% of the energy consumed by commercial building HVAC and lighting systems results from
inadequate sensing and controls and the inability to fully and properly use the capabilities of existing
building automation systems. Between 4% and 20% of the energy consumed by HVAC, lighting and large
refrigeration system is wasted due to their faults. FDD studies associated with HVAC have increased in
number since 2004—an additional 118 new studies in the past decade were identified and are reviewed in
the current article. Air handling systems are key sub-systems of Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) systems. They condition and deliver air to satisfy human thermal comfort requirements and
provide acceptable indoor air quality. Faults in their components and sensors may lead to high-energy
consumption, poor thermal comfort and unacceptable indoor air quality. Fault detection and diagnosis save
10-40% of HVAC energy consumption, and makes systems to satisfy human requirements, thus are critical.
The problem of fault detection and diagnosis in air-handling systems, however, is complex because of fault
propagation across components, and high false alarm rates caused by uncertainties in system and
measurement dynamics.
Additionally, new types of faults may falsely be identified as known types. Identifying failure modes
and their severities with low false identification rates is thus critical to know what faults occur and how
severe they are. However, this is challenging since 1) classifying both failure modes and fault severities
generates many categories of failures, leading to high computational requirements; 2) updating model
1

parameters to adapt to changing environments requires accurate recursive equations that are hard to obtain;
and 3) model errors and measurement noise may cause high false identification rates in detecting new types
of faults.
Late fault detection and diagnosis may cause enormous operation and maintenance cost since
unexpected breakdowns already occurred. Fault prognosis of systems and components is therefore critical
since it allows maintenance crews to know Remaining Useful Lives (RULs) of systems and their
components to achieve early maintenance. Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMMs) perform well for fault
prognosis since they capture state evolutions by time-duration distributions to estimate RULs directly, and
accumulation of prediction errors is avoided. However, fault prognosis via HSMMs is challenging since
1) estimating states of HSMMs needs to calculate probabilities for each state and different time-durations
at each time, and thus is time-consuming; and 2) HSMMs capturing impacts of all failure modes are hard
to establish.

1.2 Major Contributions
To overcome the above difficulties, this dissertation develops three novel approaches as follows.
1.

An Integration of Coupled HMMs with Coupled SPCs to Identify Failure Modes in Components and
Filtering Methods to Identify Fault Severities. In the first topic, to identify failure modes and fault
severities with high accuracy and low computational effort, failure modes and fault severities are
identified separately. To identify failure modes while capturing fault propagation impacts in an
efficient manner, coupled HMMs are developed to identify failure modes of components, since they
contain state transition matrices depending on other components and do not generate joint states. To
filter out false alarms in estimates of failure modes, “coupled statistical process control” techniques
are derived based on state transitions matrices representing coupling among components. To identify
fault severities, fault-related parameters are estimated by using filtering methods, e.g., KF and PF.
2

2.

A New Online Learning HMM and A Robust Statistical Method to Identify Failure Modes and Faults
Severities of both Known and New Fault Types in Components and Sensors. The second topic is to
identify failure modes and fault severities of both known and new fault types of components and
sensors in air handling systems. To identify failure modes with high accuracy, a new online learning
algorithm is developed to adapt to changing environments. In this algorithm, HMM parameters are
obtained based on their posterior distributions given new observations, thereby avoiding the need for
accurate recurrence equations. To identify new fault types with low false identification rates, a robust
statistical method is developed to compare current HMM observations with those expected from
existing states to obtain potential new types, and then confirm new types by checking whether
observations have a significant change. Physical knowledge is then used to find the reason for the
detected new fault type.

3.

A New Method to Estimate States of HSMMs with in an Efficient Manner and a Systematic Fault
Prognosis Method to Estimate RULs of Components and Systems. The last topic is to develop a
systematic HSMM-based fault prognosis method to predict RULs of an air handling system and its
components. Usually, fault prognosis is triggered by fault diagnosis. To diagnose faults, an HSMMbased method is developed to identify current failure modes and their severities with future evolutions.
To estimate states of HSMMs, an efficient method is developed to estimate states of HSMMs with
low false identification rates and low computational effort by selecting potential state transition points
and estimating their states. To estimate RULs while capturing impacts of multiple failure modes, a
statistical method is developed to extract “mapping matrices” from physics-based models to represent
relationships between states of components, i.e., capacities, and severities of all related failure modes.

1.3 Organization of this Thesis
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces identifications of failure modes and
fault severities of components in an air handling system while considering coupling among components.
3

Chapter 3 presents identifying both known fault types and new fault types of components and sensors in an
air handling system. Chapter 4 discusses fault prognosis at both the component-level and the system-level
for an air handling system.

References
[1] 2012 Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey: Energy Usage Summary, Available:
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/
[2] K. W. Roth, D. Westphalen, M. Y. Feng, P. Llana, and L. Quartararo, “Energy impact of commercial
building controls and performance diagnostics: market characterization, energy impact of building
faults and energy savings potential”, TIAX LLC, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2005.
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Chapter 2

2 Fault diagnosis of HVAC air handling systems considering fault
propagation impacts among components
In a Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system, an air handling system is a key module.
Its components (e.g., air handling unit, air-mixing box and fans), linked through airflows, condition air to
a desired temperature and/or humidity based on comfort or controlled environment requirements.
Identifying failure modes and estimating their severities allow maintenance crews to know which faults
have occurred, how critical they are, and be guided in the repair process to improve the system availability.
The problem of fault detection and diagnosis in air-handling systems is complex because of fault
propagation across components, and high false alarm rates caused by uncertainties in system and
measurement dynamics. In this paper, to capture fault propagation impacts in an efficient manner, coupled
HMMs are developed to identify failure modes, since they contain state transition matrices depending on
other components and do not generate joint states. To filter out false alarms, “coupled statistical process
control” techniques are developed by using state transitions matrices representing coupling among
components. Experimental results show that the method can effectively diagnose faults with high diagnosis
accuracy.

2.1 Introduction
Approximately 50% energy consumption of a commercial building is associated with Heating, Ventilation
and Air Conditioning system (HVAC) [1]. In HVAC systems, faults may cause high energy consumption
and make occupants feel uncomfortable. Thus, accurate diagnosis of faults in HVAC systems is critical.
As a key module of a HVAC system, air handling systems are used to condition and circulate air in rooms.
These systems can be generally classified into two types, including Constant Air Volume (CAV) and
5

Variable Air Volume (VAV). Unlike a CAV system that supplies a constant airflow at a variable
temperature, a VAV system provides a varied airflow at a constant temperature. Various air handing
systems may contain different components, e.g., a mixing box, spray humidifiers and thermal wheels. To
bound the scope of the problem, a simple VAV air handling system consisting of an air-mixing box, an Air
Handling Unit (AHU), fans and ducts is considered as shown in Fig. 2.1. In the mixing box, the
recirculation air damper and the outdoor air (OA) damper are used to mix air in a desired proportion. The
mixed air is then delivered to the AHU consisting of filters, a heating coil and a cooling coil. The coils are
used to condition the air via heat exchange. The supply fan delivers the air to VAV boxes. The return fan
delivers air to Exhaust Air (EA) damper and the air-mixing box. Before repairing faults, it is important to
identify 1) failure modes; and 2) fault severities or failure conditions. The former allows maintenance
crews to know which faults occurred and their locations. The latter helps guide maintenance crews to
recognize how severe faults are or conditions of faults, e.g., damper stuck positions.

Return
air fan

Exhaust air
damper
Return air
heating
damper
coil
Mixing
box
Outdoor
AHU
Filter
+
air damper
Hot water valve
Hot water

Rooms
+

Cooling
coil
-

VAV 2
+
Supply
air fan

VAV 1

Chilled water valve
Chilled water

Figure 2.1. Structure of a specific air handling system considered
To diagnose faults, component health conditions (e.g., normal and faulty conditions) are required to
identify failure modes and fault severities, but they cannot be directly measured. Given models, health
conditions of components can be estimated based on measurements with noise, which may cause high false
alarm rates. In existing works, to filter out false alarms, prior models of noise were established based on
physical knowledge that may not be available. Moreover, components are linked through airflows, and
6

have several set-points that need to be tracked. A fault in a component may cause increase of load in others
to ensure that set-points are still satisfied. Thus, these components are more likely to break down, leading
to fault propagation. Capturing the impacts may improve diagnosis performance as discussed in our
numerical results, e.g., the F-measure representing diagnosis accuracy is increased by 2.83%~4.79%.
However, they are rarely considered in existing works. Additionally, identification of fault severities is
important but is rarely investigated in existing work. Addressing these issues is difficult since 1) modeling
failure modes and fault severities as well as their fault propagation impacts is complex, and requires high
computational efforts; and 2) measurement noises may cause high false alarm rates.
In this paper, faults in an air handling system under the cooling mode are considered. Based on
accepted practice in HVAC systems [2] [3], 16 faults are considered in this paper. For the EA damper,
stuck closed/open are considered. For the OA damper, stuck closed and leakage are considered. For the
cooling coil, four faults including 1) tube fouling; 2) dust on fins; 3) stuck closed valve; and 4) stuck open
valve are considered. For ducts, leaking before/after the supply fan are considered. For supply/return fans,
three faults, including 1) complete failure; 2) running at a fixed speed; and 3) decrease in fan efficiency,
are considered. Some of these faults, e.g., damper stuck closed, occurs suddenly, are considered as sudden
faults; others, e.g., tube fouling, become worse gradually, are considered as gradual faults. Each failure
mode has fault severities representing how severe they are. Some faults, including 1) tube fouling; 2) dust
on fins; 3) decrease of fan efficiency; and 4) duct leakage, are reflected by multiple parameters. Thus, fault
severities are identified based on decrease/increase percentages of these parameters. Other faults also have
severities which are not implemented in testing data. Thus, their failure conditions, e.g., damper stuck
angle, are identified based on measurements. In Section 2.2, typical fault diagnosis methods are classified
and reviewed.
To identify failure modes, models are required to estimate health conditions. These models need to
capture behaviors of components as well as coupling among components. Physics-based models capture
7

component behaviors, but they are developed for individual components, and the coupling is rarely
considered. To capture the coupling, coupled HMMs are usually used [4], but they generate many joint
states, leading to high computational requirement. Since the fault propagation takes long time, it is not
necessary to capture it precisely by coupled HMMs. Thus, to capture the coupling in an efficient way, in
Section 2.3, coupled HMMs are developed to capture the impacts since they 1) contain different state
transition matrices depending on other components; and 2) do not generate joint states. Additionally,
capturing fault severities in coupled HMMs generates many discrete states with low resolution. To address
this issue, given identified failure modes, parameters of physics-based models are estimated using a Kalman
Filter (KF) or an Unscented Particle Filter (UPF).

Fault severities are represented in terms of

increase/decrease percentages of the estimates with high resolution, and HMM states are reduced.
In Section 2.4, to estimate parameters and states of coupled HMMs, EM algorithm is commonly used
[5]. However, it computes log-likelihood functions with associated singular problems. Gibbs sampler is a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that does not calculate the functions, and hence singular
problems are avoided. A Gibbs sampler is developed for coupled HMMs, while considering fault
dependencies among components. Additionally, to filter out false alarms, SPC can be used to check
whether components are faulty or estimated as a failure falsely by comparing estimates with their control
limits. However, it was usually developed for individual components and fault propagation were not
captured [6]. To address this issue, different state transition matrices representing fault propagation are
used to derive control limits based on previous estimates for SPC.
In Section 2.5, data from a simulated small building and ASHRAE project 1312-RP are used to test
our fault diagnosis method. Experimental results show that this method can diagnose faults with high Fmeasure scores.
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2.2 Literature Review
To diagnose faults in HVAC systems, many methods have been developed, and are generally categorized
into three groups, including 1) quantitative model-based; 2) qualitative model-based; and 3) process historybased [7].

2.2.1 Quantitative Model-based Methods
These methods use explicit mathematical models, including physics-based and gray-box models, to
represent behaviors of components. Physics-based models express systems in terms of mathematical
functions based on physical knowledge. Gray-box models are usually simplified forms of physics-based
models, and part of physical knowledge is retained in these models. Given input measurements, outputs
are estimated and compared with measured outputs to identify failure modes. Variables (e.g., temperatures
or the static air pressure) may be considered as outputs [8]. Control signals under faulty conditions can also
be considered as outputs, since they are different from those under normal operation to compensate for
effects of faults [9]. Additionally, parameters related to faults, e.g., leakage rate and UA value, can be
considered as outputs [6] [10] [11]. To estimate these parameters, multiple methods were developed. In
[10], a normalized least mean square metric was used to estimate model parameters. In [6] [11], Kalman
Filter (KF) and extended KF were used to estimate parameters of physics-based models to identify sudden
and gradual faults. Several papers related residuals to fault severities, but they did find appropriate
measures to identify the severities [12] [13]. Quantitative models are accurate and capture system behaviors
under both normal and faulty conditions. However, they are hard to develop and may require variables
which are not available. Additionally, these models are usually developed for individual components, and
fault propagation among components are rarely captured.
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2.2.2 Qualitative Model-based Methods
Qualitative models are also developed based on physical principles. Unlike quantitative models, they
represent qualitative cause-effect relationships among faults and observed effects to infer faults. For
example, rule-based methods employ physical knowledge and individual experience to generate multiple
if-then-else rules for fault diagnosis, and are widely used in HVAC systems [15]-[17]. In [15], rules were
developed and implemented in a decision tree to diagnose sudden and gradual faults in outdoor-air
ventilation and economizer operation. Based on this method, a tool known as the out-door-air economizer
diagnostician was implemented. In [16], a rule set was developed to diagnose faults in AHUs under
different operating modes, and was implemented in a software called air handling unit performance
assessment rules [17]. Based on physical knowledge, a decision tree was developed to diagnose sudden
and gradual faults of an AHU using data from the ASHRAE project 1312-RP [18]. Failure modes and
failure conditions, e.g., the fan fixed speed, were considered together and identified simultaneously. These
methods have the virtue of explanatory capability for fault inference. However, it is difficult to ensure that
all rules are applicable for different systems and for all operating conditions. Developing rules requires
expertise and knowledge.

Additionally, qualitative methods do not model fault behaviors using

mathematical functions, thus cannot identify fault severities with high resolution.

2.2.3 Process History Methods
In these data-driven methods, relationships between measured inputs and outputs are represented by
black-box models. Unlike physics-based models, black-box models are established based only on data
without regard to physical principles. Multiple methods, e.g., Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs), have been developed to diagnose faults in HVAC systems. For instance, two PCA models were
developed based on AHU measurements related to heat balance and pressure-flow balance to diagnose
sensor faults [19]. In [20], a wavelet-PCA method was developed to diagnose sudden and gradual faults of
10

an AHU by removing the influence of weather conditions. As black-box models, ANNs are good at
classifying conditions of components by learning from training data. This method is widely used for HVAC
systems [21]-[23]. In [24], SVM techniques were applied to model parameters representing AHU states to
classify faults. This method was compared with others based on F-measure that measure the quality of
diagnosis.
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are black-box models, and represent state evolution and
relationships between states and measurements statistically. To diagnose faults, HMMs are trained based
on normal and faulty data. Log-likelihood values obtained from these models will be compared with each
other, and the HMM with the largest value is the most likely model [25]. By using this method, HMMs for
all failure modes are required, leading to high computational requirements. To avoid establishing many
HMMs, multiple methods treated component health conditions as HMM states and then use HMM inference
techniques to identify faults. For instance, to diagnose faults of power distribution systems, engines, etc.,
Coupled Factorial Hidden Markov Model (CFHMM) was used to estimate system states based on
measurements to infer faults [4]. To estimate parameters of HMMs, multiple methods were developed,
e.g., EM algorithm [5] and Gibbs sampler [26]. In EM algorithm, log-likelihood function log(f) is
calculated and will diverge to minus infinity if f approximates to 0, leading to singularities [27]. Gibbs
sampling is a MCMC algorithm. Unlike EM algorithm, Gibbs sampler does not calculate the log-likelihood
function, thus convergence to singularities is avoided [26]. To estimate HMM states, measurement noise
may cause high false alarm rates. To filter out false alarms, a priori model of measurement uncertainties in
HMMs was established based on physical knowledge [28]. However, the prior information of uncertainties
may not be available. Additionally, SPC rules, e.g., X-chart, were widely used to filter out false alarms [6]
[29]. They are applicable to individual components, but not for coupled ones. Process history methods do
not require an understanding of physical systems, and are thus well-suited to problems where data are
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plentiful. However, the models are specific to the system for which data are available and may not carry
over to other ones. Moreover, fault severities are represented by discrete states which have low resolution.
In existing works, there are two voids, which are planned to fill. These include 1) identifications of
fault severities were rarely investigated; and 2) fault propagation effects among components were rarely
considered.

2.3 Method Framework and Models of Components
In Subsection 2.3.1, the framework of our fault diagnosis method is presented. In Subsection 2.3.2, HMMs
of EA/OA dampers are established. In Subsection 2.3.3, the physics-based model and HMM of a cooling
coil are described. In Subsection 2.3.4, the HMM of a duct is established. In Subsection 2.3.5, physicsbased models and HMMs of supply/return fan are presented. In Subsection 2.3.6, fault propagation impacts
among components are analyzed. Based on the analysis, Subsection 2.3.7 shows how to establish coupled
HMMs.

2.3.1 Framework of our Fault Diagnosis Method
To diagnose faults, models capturing transitions among different conditions and fault impacts among
components are required. Future states of components depend solely on present states, and thus state
sequences possess the Markov property. To capture the property, filtering techniques (e.g., KF and UPF)
and HMMs can be used. Usually, filtering methods are built on physics-based models, which may require
input variables that cannot be measured. Additionally, a fault in a component may increase load in other
components, which are more likely to break down. However, most physics-based models are developed
for individual components, and thus rarely capture fault impacts. Compared to them, HMMs have no strict
requirements and can still be used even if multiple measurements are not available. To capture fault
propagation, coupled HMM is used [4], but they generate many joint states and require high computational
effort. Since the fault propagation takes long time, it is not necessary to capture it precisely by coupled
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HMMs. Coupled HMMs are used since they have different state transition matrices depending on other
components to capture fault propagation, and do generate joint states. As shown in Fig. 2.2, coupled HMMs
are used to identify failure modes.

Fault severities/
Failure conditions
Estimates of parameters
Physics-based
models + KF/UPF
f1

Coupled HMMs
Measurements

n

f2
f3

f4

Modes of sudden and
gradual faults

Figure 2.2. The framework of our fault diagnosis method
If coupled HMMs are also used to identify fault severities, modeling both failure modes and fault
severities together could generate many states, resulting in high computational requirements. Additionally,
estimates of coupled HMMs are discrete, thus have low resolution. To overcome these difficulties, KF/UPF
are used to estimate parameters of physics-based models to identify fault severities as shown in Fig. 2.2.
Failure modes and fault severities are identified in succession, thus fewer states are generated and high
computational requirements are avoided. Additionally, estimates obtained by filters are continuous, and
thus have high resolution. Failure conditions are identified by measuring corresponding variables directly.
In the next set of subsections, coupled HMMs are established for identification of failure modes. Since
faults including 1) tube fouling; 2) dust on fins; 3) decrease in fan efficiency; and 4) duct leakage have
fault-related parameters that represent fault severities, the physics-based models containing these
parameters will be formalized for estimating fault severities.

2.3.2 HMMs of EA/OA Dampers
A damper is used to stop or regulate airflow inside a duct or air handling equipment by adjusting the
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damper blade angle. EA damper could be stuck open or stuck closed suddenly. For the open case, exhaust
air increases, thus recirculating air ma , rn decreases, leading to an increase of outdoor airflow rate ma ,oa to
maintain the supply airflow rate ma ,sup . Supply fan speed sf and return fan speed rf are forced to increase
to raise the pressure to suck in more air. On the contrary, for the closed case, exhaust air decreases, leading
to a decrease of these variables. Damper blade angles are measured to identify failure conditions.
2.3.2.1

HMMs of Dampers

For the EA damper, two sudden failure modes are considered. Thus, the HMM has 22 = 4 states
denoted by sea_dmp = 0, 1, 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 2.3.
0

0

(fea_dmp,sc, fea_dmp,so) = ‘00’
1
1

1
Sea_dmp

...

0

2

2

2

3

3

3

(fea_dmp,sc, fea_dmp,so) = ‘11’
Oea_dmp(t+1) ... Oea_dmp(T)

Oea_dmp(t)

Figure 2.3. The HMM of the EA damper
In this figure, the stuck closed damper fault is denoted by fea_dmp,sc and the damper stuck open is denoted
by fea_dmp,so, where (fea_dmp,sc, fea_dmp,so) = ‘01’ means that the damper is stuck closed. The state evolution is
determined by a 44 state transition matrix. The HMM observations at time t is denoted by Oea_dmp(t),
which are extracted from fault indicators to capture distinguishable faulty information. Usually, measured
variables related to faults are considered as fault indicators. However, they may significantly change with
loads even though no faults occur.

Compared to them, 1) residuals between model outputs and

measurements or those between outputs of different models; and 2) differences between measurements and
their set-points change a little bit under the normal condition, but significantly under faulty conditions.
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Thus, they are also considered as fault indicators. Thus, the fault indicator matrix is,

X ea _ dmp

 m1a ,sup

 .
 maK,sup


m1a ,oa
.
K
ma ,oa

m1a , rn sf1
.
.
K
ma , rn sfK

rf1 


. ,
rfK 

(2.1)

where K is the length of the state sequence. These fault indicators contain measurement noises. Denote
Xea_dmp by y and their true values by u, then
yt = ut + wt,

(2.2)

where wt is the measurement noise at time t. The measurement noise is assumed to follow a multivariate
normal distribution N(ut,). To judge this statement, the Chi-square goodness of fit test is used to test the
hypothesis that data comes from a normal distribution [30]. Thus, the emission probability function that
represents the probability density of observations given its true values is

bt ( yt , ut ) | 2 |1/ 2 exp[ ( yt  ut ) 1 ( yt  ut )].

(2.3)

These fault indicators have different units, and differences between them are large. To avoid Xea_dmp
becoming a singular matrix, they are normalized. These indicators are correlated, and contain redundant
information. To remove redundancy, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to project this variable
matrix into a reduced space. If m vectors represent more than 95% correlated information, they are regarded
as adequate set of “principal components” to reflect original spaces, and regarded as observations [17]. For
Xea_dmp, the first three principal components capture 97.831% of variation in the observed data, and thus are
selected as observation Oea_dmp. EA damper has 4 observation distributions corresponding to its states. The
HMM of the OA damper is developed in a similar manner.

2.3.3 Physics-based Model and HMM of Cooling Coils
A cooling coil is a coiled arrangement of tubes for heat transfer between chilled water and air. Chilled
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water flows through tubes, and air passes through fins. For the cooling coil, two sudden faults, including
1) valve stuck fully/partially closed fcc,vlv_sc; and 2) valve stuck fully/partially open fcc,vlv_so, and two gradual
faults 1) tube fouling fcc,tube; and 2) dust on fins fcc,fin are considered.
2.3.3.1

Physics-based Model of Cooling Coils

The heat transfer coefficient Ucc of the cooling coil is the reciprocal of the thermal resistance
representing how the cooling coil resists a heat flow. The thermal resistance consists of four parts, including
1) air-side thermal resistance 1/a,e; 2) thermal resistance caused by dust 1/Rf; 3) thermal resistance of the
tube wall; and 4) water-side thermal resistance 1/w [31],
1

 1

1 
UAcc  
 R f  tube 
 ( Atube ,out  Afin ),
tube  w 
  a ,e

(2.4)

with

 a ,e   a [1  Afin (1   fin ) / ( Atube ,out  Afin )], [32]
0.4
0.6
 0.4 / d tube
and  w  A  vchw
, in ,

(2.5)

(2.6)

where Afin and Atube,out are the fin surface area and the tube outside surface area, respectively; parameter  =
(Afin+ Atube,out)/Atube,in, and Atube,in is the tube inside surface area; parameter tube is the tube thickness;
parameter λtube is the tube thermal conductivity; parameter ηfin is the fin efficiency; variable vchw , is the
chilled water volumetric flow rate; variable  is the heat flux; and dtube,in is the inside tube diameter.
Additionally, the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated based on air mass flow rate and Logarithmic
average of the Temperature Difference (LMTD),
UAcc  ma ,sup  ( Ea , mix  Ea , dis ) / LMTD,

(2.7)

with LMTD  (Tsup  Trn ) / (ln Tsup  ln Trn ),

(2.8)
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where Tsup = Ta,dis – Tchw,sup, Trn = Ta,mix – Tchw,rn. Variables Ta,mix and Ta,dis are mixed air and discharge air
temperatures; variables Tchw,sup and Tchw,rn are supply and return chilled water temperatures. Given (2.4) and
(2.7), the gray-box model of a cooling coil is obtained as,
ma , mix  ( Ea , mix  Ea , dis )
LMTD

1

 1

1 

 tube  R f 
 ( Atube ,out  Afin ).
 w 
  a ,e tube

(2.9)

The right-side of Eq. (2.9) depends on geometrical parameters, e.g., dtube,in and Afin. Parameter dtube,in
gradually decreases with tube fouling. A certain decrease in the tube diameter represents the degree of fault
severity. Similarly, parameter Afin decreases with dust accumulation on fins, and its decrease by a certain
percentage represents the fault severity. If these parameters are set to normal values, Eq. (2.9) will be
violated under faulty conditions. Thus, the residual between the left-side and the right-side is considered
as a fault indicator. Based on discussion in [3], chilled water flow rate mchw , the difference between the
enthalpy of mixed air Ea,mix and the enthalpy of supply air Ea,sup, ma ,sup and sf are related to faults and are
selected as fault indicators. Valve openings are measured to identify failure conditions of valve faults.
Additionally, faults could result in 1) the supply air temperature cannot follow its set-point; and 2) the zone
temperature cannot satisfy its set-point. Therefore, these differences are also considered.
2.3.3.2

HMM of A Cooling Coil

Four failure modes are considered. Thus, the HMM has 24 = 16 states denoted by scc = 0, …, 15, and
has a 1616 state transition matrix. As discussed above, the fault indicator matrix is,
1
1
Tchw
, rn  Tchw ,sup

X cc  
.
K
K
Tchw, rn  Tchw
,sup


Ea1, mix  Ea1,dis
.
K
Ea , mix  EaK,dis

ma1 ,sup
.
K
ma ,sup

1
mchw
.
K
mchw

1
RKcc
.
K
RKcc

Tspt1 ,sup
.
TsptK ,sup

Tspt1 , zone 

.
,
K
Tspt , zone 

(2.10)

where variable RKcc is the residual between the left-side and the right-side of Eq. (2.9); variable Tspt,sup is
the difference between the supply air temperature and its set-point; variable Tspt,zone is the difference
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between the zone temperature and its set-point. The first five principal components capture 96.349% of
variability in data, and thus are used as observations.

2.3.4 HMMs of Ducts
Ducts are used to deliver and remove air. In ducts, air may leak gradually before the supply fan and
is denoted by fduct,lb. It may cause a decrease in the outdoor airflow rate as well as the supply fan speed. On
the contrary, the leakage after the supply fan fduct,la may cause an increase in the outdoor airflow rate and an
increase in the supply fan speed to compensate this situation. As two faults are considered, the duct has 22
= 4 states denoted by sduct = 0, 1, 2 and 3, and a 44 state transition matrix. Impacts of these faults were
analyzed in [3]. Based on the analysis, the fault indicator matrix is

X duct

sf1

 .
sfK


rf1
.



K
rf

m1a ,sup
.
K
ma ,sup

m1a ,oa
.
K
ma ,oa

m1a , rn 

. .
maK,rn 

(2.11)

The first four principal components capture 95.867% of variation in data, and are thus used as observations.

2.3.5 Physics-based Models and HMMs of Supply and Return Fans
In an air handling system, fans deliver conditioned air to rooms or remove air to outside. In the fan,
the rotating blades increase the pressure of air by consuming electricity, and move air against resistances.
Usually the supply fan and the return fan are the same type, thus the former is used as an example. Two
sudden faults, including 1) complete failure fsf,cf; and 2) running at a fixed speed fsf,fs, and a gradually
decrease in supply fan efficiency fsf,eff are considered.
2.3.5.1

Physics-based Models and HMMs of Supply and Return Fans

Decrease in fan efficiency esf may cause an increase in fan power Qsf to maintain the supply air mass
flow rate m a ,sup . Additionally, the fan pressure rise Pr,sf can be increased by consuming more electricity.
Thus, a physics-based model of a fan was developed as in [33]. The model is
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Qsf  m a ,sup  Pr ,sf /(  a esf ).

(2.12)

where a is the air density. Fan faults, such as wear in a bearing, cause decrease in fan efficiency esf, which
is treated as a fault severity parameter. To compensate for a decrease in esf, more electricity is consumed
to maintain the supply airflow rate. Complete failure and running at a fixed speed cause a decrease in
supply airflow, where fan speed is measured to identify failure conditions.
2.3.5.2

HMMs of Fans

Three failure modes of the supply fan are considered. Thus, the HMM has 23 = 8 states, which are
denoted by ssf = 0, …, 7. The fault indicator matrix is
sf1

X sf   .
sfK


rf1
.



K
rf

m1a ,sup
.
K
ma ,sup

m1a , rn
.
maK, rn

1

Tspt
,sup

. ,
TsptK ,sup 

(2.13)

where variable Tspt,sup is the difference between the supply air temperature and its set-point. The first three
components capture 98.052% of variation in data, and are used as observed features. Similarly, the HMM
of the return fan is established

2.3.6 Fault Impacts among Components
Components of an air handling system are linked through airflows and may need to satisfy certain setpoints. If a component has a fault, loads in other components may increase to ensure that set-points are still
satisfied. Thus, these components are more likely to break down. For instance, suppose the cooling coil
valve is stuck at fully closed. To compensate for this situation, the supply fan should increase its speed and
causing the bearing to wear, leading to a decrease in fan efficiency. Because of increase in supply airflow
rate, duct leakage may become worse. To establish accurate models, it is important to capture these fault
propagation effects. Additionally, fault propagation effects between two adjacent components are usually
larger than those between non-adjacent ones, and such spatial dependencies are considered in our models.
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2.3.7 Coupled HMMs of Components
To capture fault impacts among adjacent components, coupled HMMs are usually used. However,
they generate many joint states, which grow rapidly with increase in the number of failure modes. To
address this issue, coupled HMMs are developed, since they have different state transition matrices
conditioned on other components to capture fault impacts among components without generating joint
states. Here, duct is used as an example to show how to establish a coupled HMM. The duct is linked with
the cooling coil. The set of HMM parameters associated with duct is denoted by λduct. The coupled HMM
associated with the duct has 16 state transition matrices corresponding to the 16 states of the cooling coil,
and are denoted by Pduct,i, i = 1, …, 16. It has 64 = 16×4 observation distributions corresponding to states
of the duct and of the cooling coil, and are denoted by N(duct,k, duct,k), k = 1, …, 64. To judge whether
parameters and states estimated match observations, the joint probability P(Oduct, sduct|λduct, scc) is calculated
using forward recursions of the HMM inference algorithms. The duct observation at time t, Oduct(t), depends
on both scc and sduct at time t-1. The probability of the observation sequence, Oduct,1, Oduct,2, …Oduct,t (t ≤ T)
and sduct = k given the model parameter λduct and scc = j can be derived from [25],

 duct ,1 scc  j (k )   duct ,k scc  j Lduct ,k (Oduct ,1 scc  j ), 1  k  M

(2.14)

M
and  duct ,t 1 scc  j (k )     duct ,t scc  j (i)aik scc  j  Lduct , k (Oduct ,t 1 scc  j ),
 i 1


(2.15)

1  t  T  1,1  k  M
where Lduct,k = P(Oduct| μduct,k, Σduct,k) is the probability of observation Oduct given the mean vector μduct,k and
covariance matrix Σduct,k for state k; the parameter aik scc  j is the probability of transiting from state i to state
k given that the cooling coil is in state j; and M is the observation dimension of the duct.
Valve getting stuck closed (scc = 2) causes an increase in the supply airflow rate, and duct leakage (sduct =
2) before the supply fan is likely to become worse. In other words, the duct is more likely to transit to the
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faulty condition if the cooling coil is under the faulty condition as shown in Fig. 2.4.
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Oduct(t+1) ...
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Figure 2.4. Our coupled HMM of the duct
To represent this relationship, an equation is shown below

a02,duct scc 0  a02,duct scc 2 ,

(2.16)

where the probability of transiting from sduct = 0 to sduct = 2 given scc = 0 is denoted by a02, duct scc 0 . Similarly,
the duct is more likely to be normal given scc = 0 than scc = 2, so that

a00,duct scc 0  a00,duct scc 2 .

(2.17)

Similarly, our coupled HMMs of other components are established.

2.4 A synergistic Integration of Coupled HMMs and Filtering Methods to
Diagnose Faults
In Subsection 2.4.1, a Gibbs sampling algorithm is developed for coupled HMMs to estimate parameters
and states to identify failure modes. In Subsection 2.4.2, a new Coupled-SPC method is developed to filter
out false estimates, while considering fault propagation impacts. In Subsection 2.4.3, KF/PF are used to
estimate parameters of physics-based models to identify fault severities.
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2.4.1 Identify Failure Modes by Coupled HMMs
A Gibbs sampler is developed for coupled HMMs. To estimate parameters, prior distributions are
assumed, and posterior distributions are derived based on prior ones by using Maximum-a Posteriori
Probability Estimation (MAP). The Gibbs sampler amounts to alternating between updating parameters
given observations and the hidden Markov state sequence, and updating the state sequence conditional on
observations and parameters interactively until the iteration is converged [34]. For the sake of convenience,
a cooling coil is used as an example to show this process.
2.4.1.1 Update Parameters Given States and Observations
To obtain the multivariate distribution of parameters, the prior distributions are required [34]. For the
initial state vector, each element represents the probability of starting from a certain state and their
summation is one. Dirichlet distribution represents the probabilities of K events, and the summation of
these probabilities is also one. Therefore, the initial vector is assumed to follow a Dirichlet distribution,

 cc ~ Dir ( cc ,1 , , cc , N ),

(2.18)

where cc,i, i = 1,…, N (N = 16) are distribution parameters and are usually assumed to be one [34]. Based
on the prior distributions, posterior conditional distributions of parameters are updated via Bayes’ rule,
N
p( cc | Occ )   f (Oi ,cc |  cc )  p( cc ),
 i 1


(2.19)

where p(πcc) is the prior distribution of parameter πcc; and f (Oi,cc| πcc) is the probability of an observation
of the cooling coil Oi,cc when the parameter is πcc. The posterior distribution p(cc|Occ) is,

 cc |

~ Dir (n1   cc ,1 ,

, nN   cc , N ),

(2.20)

where parameter ni is the number of visits to state i at time 1. Similarly, given prior distribution in [34],
the posterior distributions of state transition matrices are,
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(acc ,i1 , , acc ,iN ) |ssf  j ,~ Dir (ncc ,i1 |ssf ,  j  cc,1 , , ncc,iN |ssf  j  cc, N ),

(2.21)

where ncc ,mn |ssf , j is the number of transitions from state m to n in the state sequence, while the supply fan
is in state j. The observation mean corresponding to scc = i and ssf = j is given as

i |ssf  j

~ N ( i |ssf  j , i |ssf  j ), with

(2.22)

i |ssf  j  i (ni i1 oi   1  ) |ssf  j ,

(2.23)

1 ni
 ok |ssf  j , and
ni k 1

(2.24)

oi |ssf  j 

i1 |ssf  j  ( 1  ni i1 )1 |ssf  j .

(2.25)

Based on the prior distribution [34], the posterior distribution of the observation covariance matrix
corresponding to scc = i and ssf = j is the Inverse Wishart (IW) distribution,

i |ssf  j ,... ~ IW (Vij1  Qij , mij  nij ), with

(2.26)

Qij   (Ok |ssf  j  i |ssf  j )(Ok |ssf  j  i |ssf  j ).

(2.27)

k :sk  i

The posterior distribution of the scale matrix V is,

Vij | ... ~ IW  Gij1  ij1 , mij  hij  .

(2.28)

Samplings are randomly generated from posterior distributions, and regarded as estimates of parameters.
Similarly, distributions of other components are obtained.
2.4.1.1

Update States Given Parameters and Observations

Given the posterior distributions and observations, state sequences of components are simulated. A
backward recursion-forward sampling method was developed to simulate the state sequence [35]. In this
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method, the backward message corresponding to the probability of observing remaining observations given
the state at each time is calculated by backward recursion to simulate the state sequence. The method
developed in [35] does not consider fault impacts among components, and is extended to coupled HMMs.
To compute the backward message, the emission potential L representing probabilities that observations
belong to different distributions is required. To capture the impacts, both means of observations of the two
components are used to calculate L. The backward message of scc = i at time t, Bt,i, is calculated in Algorithm
1.
Algorithm 1. Backwards Messages of Coupled HMMs
Input: transition potentials P, emission potentials L
Output: HMM backwards message F
for t = 1, 2, …, T do

Lt ,i  exp((ot  i , ssf ,t )i,1ssf ,t (ot  i , ssf ,t ))
return L
BT,::  1
for t = T – 1, T – 2, …, 1 do

Bt ,i   Nj1 Pi , ssf ,t Bt 1, j Lt 1, j
return B
Given backward messages, probabilities of ending up in any states are calculated. Based on these
probabilities, samples of states are generated. Similarly, this Gibbs sampler is used to estimate states for
other components.
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2.4.2

Identify Fault Severities by Using Filtering Methods
Some faults, including 1) tube fouling; 2) dust on fins; 3) decrease in fan efficiency; and 4) duct

leakage are related to parameters that decrease or increase with faults. The fault severities are expressed in
terms of decrease or increase in percentages of these parameters from their nominal values. Since they
cannot be directly measured, dynamic filtering methods are used to estimate them based on measurements.
The cooling coil is used here as an example. In the model of cooling coils, parameters dtube,in and Afin
decrease with tube fouling and dust on fins, and thus are considered as parametric states. The state evolution
is
xcc ,t 1  xcc ,t  vcc ,t ,

(2.29)

where xcc ,t  [dtube,in,t Afin,t ]T ; process noise vcc,t = [vtube,t vfin,t]T is assumed to be normally distributed, and
vtube,t and vfin,t are assumed to be uncorrelated.

To represent the relationship between states and

measurements, the measurement equation is derived from the physics-based model shown in (2.9)
zcc ,t  hcc ( xcc ,t )  wcc ,t , with

(2.30)

zcc ,t  ma , mix  ( Ea , mix  Ea , dis ) / LMTD, and

(2.31)
1

 1


1
hcc ( xcc ,t )  
 R f  tube 
 ( Atube ,out  Afin ),
tube  w (dtube ,in ) 
  a ,e

(2.32)

where wcc,t is the measurement noise that is normally distributed. To estimate the states of this nonlinear
model, UPF is used, since it is good at dealing with nonlinearities [36]. Since unscented Kalman filter
adopts heavier tailed distributions, it is used in UPF to generate new particles around previous particles.
Weights of these particles are calculated based on their likelihoods.

Estimates of parameters are

approximated by these particles per their weights. Similarly, to identify fault severities of fans, the fan
efficiency esf is estimated. Since the fan model is a linear function with respect to esf, KF is used. To
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identify fault severities of duct leakage, estimates of fault-related parameters, e.g., the size of leaks, are
required, but are not evident in the existing physics-based models. To address this issue, fault impacts
between ducts and the supply fan are taken advantage of. If the duct leakage occurs before the supply fan,
less electricity is required to maintain the airflow rate, and thus is equivalent to an increase in esf. Similarly,
duct leakage after the supply fan is equivalent to a decrease in esf. Thus, the parameter esf is estimated to
identify fault severities of duct leakage.
Other faults including 1) stuck closed/open damper; 2) stuck closed/open valve; and 3) running at a
fixed speed also have severities. For instance, the stuck closed/damper may be completely stuck, or move
a little by following control with a lag. The former is more severe than the latter. However, these fault
severities are not implemented in simulation data and real data that was used to test our method. Thus, only
their failure conditions (but not their fault severities) are identified. Measurements of damper blade angles,
valve openings and fan speed are used for identifying these failures.
2.4.3

Coupled SPC to Filter False Alarms
A coupled-SPC is developed to filter out false alarms while capturing fault propagation impacts among

components. In this method, a transition among normal and faulty conditions is detected if n back-to-back
estimates fall outside their control limits [8]. If less than n points fall outside control limits, they are
regarded as false alarms. The parameter n is set to ensure that the false alarm rate is below 0.01 while
obtaining high detection rate.
To show the procedure for selecting n, the cooling coil is used as an example. The event that state
estimates fall outside their control limits at time t is denoted by Bt. The probability of this event is given
by,
P  Bt  n 1 ,

, Bt | ssf ,t 1   P  Bt  n 1   P  B j | B j 1 , ssf ,t 1 ,
t

j t  n  2
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(2.33)

where Markovian property is used and where the estimate of the supply fan state at time t is denoted by ssf,t.
The required probability P(Bt-n+1|ssf,t-1) is calculated via
UCLw

P( Bt  n 1 | ssf ,t 1 )  1   LCLwt  n 1 P( scc ,t  n 1  intt  n 1 | ssf ,t 1 ),
t  n 1

(2.34)

where the state estimate of the supply fan at time t is denoted by ssf,t, and LCL and UCL are the lower bound
and the upper bound of control limits, respectively. Integers within the control limits UCL and LCL at time
t are denoted by intt. To derive LCL and UCL, estimates of component states are assumed to follow discrete
normal distributions [37]. Thus, the upper bound and low bound of control limits are
[ LCL,UCL]  [ t  2 t , t  2 t ],

(2.35)

where t is the mean of previous estimates, and  t is the average standard deviation at time t. Given (2.34)
and P(ssf,t-1), the probability P(Bt-n+1) can be calculated as
8

P( Bt  n 1 )   P( Bt  n 1 | ssf ,t 1 )  P( ssf ,t 1  i ) .

(2.36)

i 1

Similarly, the probability P  Bt | Bt 1  is given by,

P( Bt | Bt 1 , ssf ,t 1 )  1  P( Bt | Bt 1 , ssf ,t 1 )

UCLw P ( scc ,t  int t | scc ,t 1  int t 1 , s fan ,t 1 )  P ( scc ,t 1  int t 1 ) 
1   LCLwt 1

t 1
P( scc ,t  int t )


UCLtw 
 1   LCLw
.
w
UCL
t
[1   LCLwt 1 P( scc ,t 1  int t 1 )] / P( scc ,t  int t )

(2.37)

t 1

Here, the probability P ( scc ,t  int t | scc ,t 1  int t 1 , ssf ,t 1 ) represents the relationship between the cooling coil
and the supply fan, and is obtained from the state transition matrices of coupled HMMs. Based on (2.36)
and (2.37), (2.33) can be calculated to determine n given the false alarm rate.
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2.5 Experimental Results
Our fault diagnosis method is implemented in MATLAB and was run on a laptop with Intel Core i76920HQ 2.9GHz processor and 32GB of memory. To test our method, both simulation data and real data
are used. In Example 1, a small building with two rooms and a VAV AHU is simulated via two simulation
packages, including DesignBuilder [38] and EnergyPlus [39]. By using DesignBuilder, the building and
HVAC structures were established visually. The rough simulation model was then imported in EnergyPlus
to select appropriate component models and change parameters to simulate faults. Example 1 shows that
1) failure modes are identified by coupled HMMs; 2) coupled HMMs perform better than HMMs; and 3)
fault severities are identified by estimating parameters related to faults. In Example 2, the method is
evaluated using data from ASHRAE project 1312-RP [3]. This example illustrates that 1) failure modes
and failure conditions are identified; 2) false alarms are filtered out by our coupled-SPC rule; and 3) our
method performs better than existing methods.

2.5.1 Example 1: A Small Building Simulated
The simple building has two 95.517 m3 rooms. In the building, tube diameter dtube,in is set to be 0.01445
m; the outside surface area of fins is 43.59555 m2; the fan efficiency is 0.7. Two gradual faults of cooling
coils are considered, including 1) tube fouling simulated from 8/20 to 8/26; and 2) dust on fins simulated
from 8/26 to 9/1. Additionally, a decrease in fan efficiency is simulated from 9/2 to 9/7. The data are
divided into two groups. The first group (2/3 of the data) is used for training and the other one is used for
testing.
2.5.1.1

Identify Gradual Failure Modes and Fault Severities of Cooling Coil

By using the coupled HMM, states of the cooling coil are estimated as shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. State estimates of the cooling coil by using coupled HMM
In this figure, actual states are marked by black dashed lines, and estimates of states are marked by blue
stars. To make the figure clear to read, control limits obtained by coupled-SPC are not shown. From 8/20
to 8/26, the state estimates are ‘8’ corresponding to (fcc,tube, fcc,fin, fcc_vlv,sc, fcc_vlv,so) = ‘1000,’ which means that
tube fouling occurs but other faults do not occur. Between 8/27 and 9/1, there are multiple actual states
falsely estimated as ‘0’ (normal), but their actual states are ‘4’ (Dust on fins). This case is called False
Positive (FP) for the normal condition. Additionally, during 9/7, multiple actual states are ‘0’, but they are
estimated as ‘4’ falsely. This case is called False Negative (FN). These false estimates are caused by
measurement noise. To measure fault diagnosis accuracy based on them, F-measure is used [22],
F-measure =  Fb / Nf, with

(2.38)

Fb = 2·precision·recall / (precision + recall),

(2.39)

precision = TP / (TP + FP), and

(2.40)

recall = TP / (TP + FN),

(2.41)

where Nf is the number of failure modes; variable TP is true positive and TN is true negative, which represent
true classifications. The higher the F-measure is, the better the diagnosis performance is. If the relationship
between the cooling coil and the fan is considered, F-measures of fcc,tube and fcc,fin calculated based on (2.38)
are 0.9695 and 0.9595.
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To identify fault severities of the cooling coil, UPF is used to estimate tube inside diameter dtube,in
based on (2.29)-(2.32), and estimates are shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6. Estimates of the tube inside diameter dtube,in
In this figure, the actual tube inside diameter is marked by black dashed lines. Its estimates are represented
by blue stars. The estimates gradually decrease with faults. Similarly, estimates of the fin surface area Afin
are estimated as shown in Fig. 2.7, and gradually decrease with faults. Thus, given these estimates,
severities of the two faults are identified.
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Figure 2.7. Estimates of the fin surface area Afin
2.5.1.2

Coupled HMMs Perform Better than HMMs

If the HMM is used without considering the fault impacts among components, states of the cooling
coil are estimated as shown in Fig. 2.8. The F-measures of fcc,tube and fcc,fin are 0.9428 and 0.9156, which
are smaller than those obtained by using our coupled HMMs (0.9695 and 0.9595). Thus, coupled HMMs
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perform better than HMMs, since they represent state transitions more accurately than HMMs by
considering fault propagation.
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Figure 2.8. State estimates of the cooling coil by using HMM
2.5.1.3

Identify Gradual Failure Modes and Fault Severities of Supply Fan

Decrease in supply fan efficiency is simulated from 9/2 to 9/7. The fan efficiency was reduced by 2.9%
per day. The fan states are estimated using the coupled HMM as shown in Fig. 2.9. Since the degradation
rate is small, there is insignificant difference between the normal condition and the faulty condition when
the fault just occurs; however, the fault is detected after 1 day by the presented method. When the
degradation rate is increased to 7.1%, fan states are estimated as shown in Fig. 2.10. The fault is
immediately detected with F-measure = 1 due to moderate decrease in fan efficiency.
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Figure 2.9. Fan estimates by coupled HMM (Decreases 2.9% per day)
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Figure 2.10. Fan estimates by coupled HMM (Decreases 7.1% per day)
As shown in Fig. 2.11, efficiency esf decreases by 7.1% per day. The estimate decreases with the fan fault,
and it determines the severity of supply fan fault.
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Figure 2.11. Estimates of the supply fan efficiency esf by KF

2.5.2 Example 2: ASHRAE-1312 Data
In ASHRAE project 1312-RP, AHU-A and AHU-B were calibrated to be identical [3]. AHU-B is
fault-free, and multiple faults were implemented in AHU-A during spring, summer and winter. This paper
focuses on cooling mode, thus summer data from 8/19 to 9/8 are used, and 2/3 of the data is used for training
and the 1/3 of the data is used for testing. Detailed description of data is in [3].
2.5.2.1

Diagnose Faults of EA Damper

The damper was stuck fully open and closed on 8/20 and 8/21. By using the coupled HMM, states of
the EA damper are estimated for isolating the two failure modes as shown in Fig. 2.12. F-measures of
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these two failure modes are calculated as 0.9981 and 1.
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Figure 2.12. State estimates of the EA damper
2.5.2.2

Diagnose Faults of OA Damper

Similarly, by using the coupled HMM, states of the OA damper are estimated as shown in Fig. 2.13.
Based on the estimates, stuck closed damper and leakage are diagnosed with F-measures equaling 0.9992
and 0.9083. Their failure conditions are identified based on OA damper opening as shown in Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 2.13. State estimates of the OA damper
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Figure 2.14. OA damper opening (%)
2.5.2.3

Diagnose Faults of Cooling Coil

States of the cooling coil are estimated by using the coupled HMM as shown in Fig. 2.15. F-measures
of valve stuck open and valve stuck closed are both 1. Failure conditions are identified based on the cooling
coil valve opening.
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Figure 2.15. State estimates of the cooling coil
2.5.2.4

Diagnose Faults of Ducts

Duct states are estimated by using the coupled HMM to identify leakage before/after the supply fan,
as shown in Fig. 2.16. F-measures of the two failure modes are 0.9984 and 0.8550, respectively.
Duct state

State of Duct
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Actual states
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Figure 2.16. Estimates of duct states
As discussed in subsection 2.4.2, supply fan efficiency esf reflects the degree of duct leakage. As
shown in Fig. 2.17, the fan efficiency decreases when the leakage occurs after the fan and increases when
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the leakage occurs before the fan. Thus, the decrease/increase percentage of the fan efficiency determines
the fault severities of ducts.
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Figure 2.17. Estimates of supply fan efficiency by KF
2.5.2.5

Diagnose Faults of Return Fan

Fan states are estimated by using the coupled HMM as shown in Fig. 2.18.
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Figure 2.18. State estimates of the return fan
F-measures of running at a fixed speed and complete failure are 1 and 0.9997, respectively. Their failure
conditions are identified based on measurements of the fan speed.
2.5.2.6

Filter Out False Alarms

By using our coupled-SPC rule, as shown in Fig. 2.19, lower control limits LCL and upper control
limits UCL are obtained based on previous estimates, and are marked by red lines. Most of the time,
estimates have no change, and their standard deviations are 0. Thus, LCL, UCL and estimates have the
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same value and appear as one. Components transit among normal and faulty conditions, and the transitions
are detected if n back-to-back points fall outside their control limits. In the figure, there are one and three
estimates that fall outside their control limits in sequence. Based on (2.33), the parameter n is calculated
as six. Thus, these estimates are deemed false and are filtered out.
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Figure 2.19. False estimates of EA damper are filtered out

2.5.3 Comparisons between our Method and Others
Many methods, e.g., SVM, decision tree, Bayesian network and ANN, have been developed to
diagnose faults in AHU systems. To evaluate our method, the F-measure of each failure mode is compared
with those of other methods based on ASHRAE project 1312-RP data as shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1. F-measures of each failure mode obtained by our method and others
Our method

SVM [22]

fea_dmp,sc

1

0.923

0.9

fea_dmp,so

0.9981

0.923

NA

foa_dmp,sc

0.9992

NA

NA

foa_dmp,leak

0.9083

0.994

NA
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Decision tree [16]

fcc,vlv_sc

1

0.928

1

fcc,vlv_so

1

0.785

0.98

fduct,lb

0.9984

0.981

1

fduct,la

0.8550

1

NA

frf,cf

0.9997

0.887

1

frf,fs

1

0.795

1

Average

0.9759

0.923

0.97

In this table, it can be found that the average F-measure of our method is better than the SVM [22]
and the decision tree [16]. Additionally, as discussed in [22], the F-measure of their method is 0.923 that
is significantly better than other methods, e.g., LibSVM, Naïve Bayes, radial basis function network,
Bayesian network, NN and random forest decision tree. Therefore, the performance of our method is also
better than these methods. Our method performs better because 1) coupled HMMs use different state
transitions matrices depending on other components, thus more relevant knowledge on dependent fault
propagation is considered; 2) residuals of different physics-based models are considered as HMM
observations, and they are directly related to faults, thereby reflecting the fault impacts better than variables;
and 3) coupled-SPC is developed to filter out false alarms. Additionally, compared with other methods,
our method not only identifies failure modes, but also fault severities. Thus, it helps maintenance crews to
know which faults have occurred, how critical they are, and be guided in the repair process to improve the
HVAC system availability.

2.6 Conclusion
This paper presented a method for integrating coupled HMMs, KF/UPF and coupled-SPC to identify failure
modes and fault severities of air handling systems, while considering fault propagation impacts among
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components. Contributions of our work are 1) developing a method to capture the fault propagation impacts
across components to identify the failure modes; 2) opening an effective way to measure and identify fault
severities of devices; and 3) deriving a coupled-SPC to filter out false alarms, while capturing the crosscomponent impacts. For a few coupled components, our method performs well. However, if the method
is concerned with many coupled components, high computational effort is required. In the future, our
method will be extended to faults of many coupled components, e.g., VAV boxes. Additionally, sensor
faults will be investigated.
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Chapter 3

3 Fault Diagnosis of Components and Sensors in HVAC Air Handling
Systems with New Types of Faults

Air handling systems are key sub-systems of Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems.
They condition and deliver air to satisfy human thermal comfort requirements and provide acceptable
indoor air quality. Faults in their components and sensors may lead to high-energy consumption, poor
thermal comfort and unacceptable indoor air quality. Additionally, new types of faults may falsely be
identified as known types. Identifying failure modes and their severities with low false identification rates
is thus critical to know what faults occur and how severe they are. However, this is challenging since 1)
classifying both failure modes and fault severities generates many categories of failures, leading to high
computational requirements; 2) updating model parameters to adapt to changing environments requires
accurate recursive equations that are hard to obtain; and 3) model errors and measurement noise may cause
high false identification rates in detecting new types of faults. In this paper, failure modes are identified by
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) and fault severities are estimated by filtering methods, leading to a
decrease in the number of HMM states and low computational requirements. To adapt to changing
environments, a new online learning algorithm is developed. In this algorithm, HMM parameters are
obtained based on their posterior distributions given new observations, thereby avoiding the need for
accurate recurrence equations. To identify new fault types with low false identification rates, a robust
statistical method is developed to compare current HMM observations with those expected from existing
states to obtain potential new types, and then confirm new types by checking whether observations have a
significant change. Physical knowledge is then used to find the reason for the new fault type. Experimental
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results show that failure modes and fault severities of both known and new types of faults are identified
with high accuracy.

3.1 Introduction
Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems account for 57% of energy used in the U.S.
commercial and residential buildings [1]. Air handling systems are key sub-systems in HVACs. They
condition and deliver air to rooms to satisfy human thermal comfort and provide acceptable indoor air
quality. An air handling system consists of a mixing box, filters, cooling/heating coils, ducts and fans, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. The mixing box consists of an Exhausted Air (EA) damper, a Return Air (RA) damper
and an Outdoor Air (OA) damper; and controls the ratio of the return airflow to the outdoor airflow. Filters
remove solid particulates such as dust from air, and cooling/heating coils condition the mixed air to satisfy
human thermal comfort requirements. The supply fan delivers conditioned air to Variable Air Volume
(VAV) boxes, which control temperatures and airflow rates delivered to rooms. The return fan then delivers
return air from rooms to the outside and to the mixing box. In the air handling system, various sensors
measure air/water flow rates, temperatures and humidity ratios, including the supply air temperature sensor,
the supply air humidity ratio sensor, the supply air mass flow rate sensor, the return air temperature sensor,
the return air humidity ratio sensor and the return air mass flow rate sensor, as shown in Fig .3.1. Given
sensor readings, building management systems control HVACs to satisfy human thermal comfort
requirements and provide acceptable indoor air quality. Faults in these components and sensors may result
in high energy waste and poor thermal comfort and unacceptable indoor air quality. Fault diagnosis
includes the identification of failure modes and estimation of their severities, thus is critical. Identification
of failure modes helps to know which faults have occurred. Estimation of fault severities allows building
management personnel to know how severe the faults are, and helps in scheduling and dispatching
maintenance crews to repair or replace failed components/sensors.
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Fault diagnosis, however, is challenging because 1) capturing both failure modes and fault severities
may generate many categories, leading to high computational requirements; and 2) changing environments,
e.g., weather and occupants, may cause sensor readings to change drastically even without faults, resulting
in high false identification rates; and 3) it is hard to detect new fault types and find their reasons since new
fault types are not captured in classifiers.

Outdoor
air damper
Mixing box

F

Airflow Temp. Humidity
Preheat Cooling sensor
sensor sensor
coil
coil
Supply
Filter +
air fan F
Hot water

Chilled water

+
VAV-30
...

...

Return air
damper

Rooms

Return
air fan

Relief air
damper

+
VAV-1

Figure 3.1. Components and sensors in an air handling system
This paper focuses on diagnosis of known and new types of faults in components and sensors of HVAC
air handling systems. Based on practice in HVACs [2], [3], 17 faults of the OA damper, the EA damper,
cooling coil, supply fan, return fan and ducts are considered. To test our method, two of these faults are
considered as new fault types, and others are considered as known types. For sensors, if the output signal
of a sensor differs from the correct value by a constant, the constant is called as the sensor bias. If the
output signal slowly changes independent of the measured property, this is defined as the sensor drift.
Based on practice in [4], [5], bias and drift of sensors mentioned before are considered. Some of these
faults evolve slowly, such as a decrease in fan efficiency. Severities of such faults are estimated to schedule
repair or replacement for the failed components or sensors. In Section 3.2, existing fault diagnosis methods
are reviewed. In these methods, filtering methods, e.g., Kalman Filters (KFs) and Particle Filters (PFs),
developed based on Bayes rule, and estimate fault-related parameters based on their previous estimates and
new sensor readings, leading to accurate estimates. Failure modes are identified if they have different
signatures in estimates. Additionally, fault severities are accurately identified based on continuous
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estimates. However, fault-related parameters may only reflect certain failure modes but not all of them,
thus may not be enough to identify failure modes. Unlike filtering methods, Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) set combinations of failure modes and fault severities as discrete states, thus all faults and their
severities can be identified by estimating states. However, the number of combinations increases drastically
with increase in numbers of failure modes, resulting in many HMM states. Thus high computational effort
is required. Additionally, estimates of states are discrete, and thus may not be accurate enough to identify
fault severities. Most of existing methods do not adapt to changing environments, and rare papers
investigate diagnosis of new fault types.
To identify both known types and new types of faults while adapting to changing environments, a
systematic method is developed as shown in Fig. 3.2. In this method, to identify known types of failure
modes and their severities with low computational requirements while adapting to changing environments,
HMMs and filtering methods are used to identify failure modes and fault severities separately as shown in
Section 3.3. Since only failure modes are captured in HMMs, a few states are involved, and the method is
computationally efficient.

To adapt to changing environments, existing methods require accurate

recurrence equations to update HMM parameters. These equations are derived based on some assumptions
(e.g., homogeneity over a time window and large number of samples) that may not always be satisfied. To
address this issue, HMM parameters are generated based on their posterior distributions given new HMM
observations, thereby obviating the need for accurate recurrence equations. To identify fault severities of
components and sensors with high resolution, fault-related parameters and sensor bias/drift are estimated
via filtering methods, e.g., KF or PF, given the identified failure mode.
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Figure 3.2. Flow chart of the fault diagnosis method.
Unlike known types of faults, new types of faults are not captured in HMMs, thus the method presented
in Section 3.3 cannot detect and find reasons of new fault types. In Section 3.4, a method is developed to
distinguish new fault types from existing ones, and then find reasons of detected faults and estimate their
severities based on physical knowledge as shown in Fig. 3.2. To detect new fault types, the HMM-based
method in Section 3.3 is improved by adding new HMM states dynamically to capture new fault types.
Because of model errors and measurement noise, it is hard to detect new fault types with low false
identification rates. Considering that occurrence of a new type is a state transition, it causes large changes
in observations. Additionally, observations corresponding to new types deviate from those belonging to
existing types. Thus a robust method is developed to distinguish new types from known types in these two
perspectives. To check changes in observations, Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used, since it
measures how the distribution diverges from that represented by previous observations. To test whether
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current observations deviate from those of existing types, a robust Bayes-factor-based hypothesis testing is
developed. To find the reason of the detected fault, changes of fault-related sensor readings are analyzed
based on physical knowledge to find possible fault types as shown in Fig. 3.2. The new fault type is
identified by eliminating known types from possible ones.
In Section 3.5, simulation data of a small building and ASHRAE-1312 data are used to test our method.
Experimental results show that our method can identify known types and new types of failure modes and
their severities with low false identification rates.

3.2 Literature Review
To diagnose known types of faults in air handling systems, many methods were developed. However,
papers that investigate diagnosing new fault types in air handling systems are rare.

3.2.1 HMMs of Components and Sensors
Methods for Diagnosing Known Fault Types of Components and Sensors in Air Handling Systems.
To diagnose known types of faults, multiple methods were developed, and are generally categorized into
two types: model-free and model-based. Model-free methods, e.g., expert systems and decision trees, were
developed based on physical knowledge and experience without establishing models. These methods infer
faults by investigating cause-effect relationships between faults and their impacts. For example, expert
systems employ physical knowledge and experience to generate if-then-else rules, and are widely used in
HVACs, and in particular, air handling systems [6]-[8]. Decision trees established based on physical
knowledge are also used. For instance, a decision tree was used to diagnose sudden and gradual faults of
an Air Handling Unit (AHU) based on data from the ASHRAE project 1312-RP [9]. These methods have
good explanatory capabilities for fault inference. However, developing rules for a specific system requires
expertise and knowledge that may not be available. Additionally, rules are usually fixed and may not adapt
to changing environments, resulting in false identifications.
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In model-based methods, models are established to capture key features of systems, and can be
generally categorized into three types, including 1) black-box models; 2) statistical models; and 3) physicsbased models.

Black-box models are established only based on data without considering physical

knowledge. Black-model-based methods, e.g., Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and extreme learning machine, are widely used in fault
diagnosis of air handling systems. For instance, PCA models are established for various sub-systems based
on normal data. By comparing new data with these models, anomalies are detected and the fault source is
identified according to models [4]. In [10], a wavelet-PCA method was developed to diagnose sudden and
gradual faults of an AHU by removing influence of weather conditions. Compared with PCA, ANNs are
good at classifying failure modes based on training data, and are widely used for HVACs [11]-[13]. Based
on single hidden-layer feed-forward neural networks, extreme learning machine was developed by
randomly selecting features for the hidden units. It has much faster learning speed compared with
traditional ANNs, and was used to diagnose faults of AHUs [14]. Like ANNs, SVMs are also good at
classification. They were applied to classify faults of AHUs based on estimates of fault-related model
parameters [15]. These methods classify normal and failure modes only based on sensor readings or
features extracted from them. State evolutions obtained from physical knowledge represent relationships
among states, and thus help to identify current states. However, state evolutions are rarely considered in
these methods. Moreover, structures of these classifiers are usually fixed and are not updated, and thus
need to be retrained when new fault types occur. Thus, they may not adapt to changing environments,
leading to false identifications. Most of existing methods focus on identifications of failure modes, but few
of them consider estimating fault severities.
Compared to black-box models, HMMs capture state evolutions and distributions of sensor readings
given states by statistical models. Conditions of components and sensors are considered as states of HMMs,
and estimated to identify failure modes [16], [17]. However, if HMMs are used to identify both failure
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modes and fault severities, many HMM states are generated, leading to high computational requirements.
Additionally, structures and parameters of HMMs used for fault diagnosis are usually fixed, and thus cannot
adapt to changing environments [18]. To address this issue, several online algorithms were developed by
updating HMM parameters based on the Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm [19], [20]. In these algorithms,
recurrence equations are developed based on homogeneity over a time window and large sample
assumptions. However, these assumptions may not always be satisfied.
Filtering methods, such as KFs and PFs capture both state evolutions, and relationships between states
and sensor readings, by physics-based models. Fault-related parameters are modelled as states and are
estimated to check whether they fall outside their control limits or not. If failure modes have different
signatures, they are diagnosed [21]. However, existing models may not contain enough fault-related
parameters to diagnose all faults considered. Additionally, estimates of parameters are continuous. They
can reflect fault severities with higher resolution when compared to discrete state estimates obtained by
HMMs.

3.2.2 Methods for Diagnosing New Fault Types
Diagnosing new fault types has two steps: detecting and finding reasons. To detect new fault types,
certain statistical hypothesis testing methods can be used. For instance, detecting new types of faults is
essentially equivalent to testing whether current sensor readings and previous ones are from different
distributions. Bayes-factor-based hypothesis testing can be used to make such inferences [22]. In this
method, marginal probabilities of belonging to a known distribution and that belonging to a different one
are calculated. The ratio between the two probabilities is compared with one that is a constant threshold to
check which case is more likely. Because of the constant threshold, model errors and measurement noise
may cause high false identification rates. Additionally, analytical expressions of marginal probabilities for
certain distributions are hard to obtain. To detect new fault types in high voltage electronic and power
equipment, a novel clustering method, integrating Gaussian mixture models and k-means, was developed
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[23]. New fault types are detected based on confidence scores. In this method, no physical knowledge is
considered for classification. Additionally, the classification is only based on sensor readings and state
evolutions are not considered. Infinite HMMs, developed using Dirichlet processes, can also be used to
detect new fault types [24]. In these HMMs, the number of states is determined based on data. They can
capture new fault types by adding new states. However, they are purely data-driven, and no physical
knowledge is used. In our problem, as in most engineering problems, physical knowledge and experience
with failure modes are available. It is important to consider physical knowledge to improve robustness of
the method under model errors and measurement noise. Papers that investigate identifying reasons of new
fault types are rare.

3.3 Identification of Failure Modes and Fault Severities for Known Fault
Types
In this section, HMMs and filtering methods are developed to identify known types of failure modes and
their severities, respectively. In subsection 3.3.1, HMMs of components and sensors are established while
capturing coupling among them. In subsection 3.3.2, an online learning algorithm is developed to estimate
HMM states to identify failure modes while adapting to changing environments. In subsection 3.3.3, faultrelated parameters and deviations of sensor readings from their normal values are estimated to identify fault
severities of components and sensors, respectively.

3.3.1 HMMs to Identify Failure Modes
To identify failure modes and fault severities of components and sensors, it is important to estimate
their states, i.e., the normal condition or failure modes. States are estimated based on certain fault-related
sensor readings including 1) temperatures, humidity ratios and mass flow rates of outdoor air, supply air
and return air; 2) temperatures and mass flow rates of chilled water; and 3) power of supply and return fans.
Additionally, some sensor readings cannot track set-points when faults occur. Consequently, residuals
between these sensor readings and set-points are also considered. Relationships among sensor readings are
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represented by physics-based/gray-box models. A sensor reading can be estimated based on a model given
other readings. Sensor readings and their estimates obtained from models are consistent under the normal
condition, but not under faulty conditions. Residuals between sensor readings and their estimates represent
the parity (consistency) relationships. Consequently, sensor readings and residuals mentioned above are
considered as HMM observations. In this subsection, a cooling coil and sensors related to return air are
used as examples to show how to establish HMMs for components and sensors.
3.3.1.1

HMM of Cooling Coils

A cooling coil is a coiled arrangement of tubes for heat transfer between chilled water and air as shown
in Fig. 3.3. Fins are used to increase the heat transfer area. Valves are adjusted to control the chilled water
mass flow rate. Chilled water flows through tubes, and air passes through fins. Air temperature is reduced
through heat transfer between air and chilled water.
Fins
Chilled Water Valve

Tubes

Air

Figure 3.3. A typical cooling coil
To identify failure modes, an HMM of cooling coils is established as shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. The HMM of a cooling coil
For the cooling coil, four failure modes are considered, including 1) tube fouling; 2) dust on fins; 3) valve
stuck closed; and 4) valve stuck open. Since failure modes may be concurrent, the HMM state is set as
(fcc,tube, fcc,fin, fcc,vlv_sc, fcc,vlv_so), where tube fouling is denoted by fcc,tube; dust on fins is denoted by fcc,fin; valve
stuck closed is denoted by fcc,vlv_sc; and valve stuck open is denoted by fcc,vlv_so. State scc = 0 is equivalent to
(fcc,tube, fcc,fin, fcc,vlv_sc, fcc,vlv_so) = ‘0000’ which means that no faults present in the cooling coil. (fcc,tube, fcc,fin,
fcc,vlv_sc, fcc,vlv_so) = ‘1111’ means that all faults have occurred. The HMM thus has 24 = 16 states denoted by
scc = 0, 1, …, 15 as shown in Fig. 3.4, and the number of states is denoted by Ncc = 16. To estimate these
states, certain fault-related sensor readings are used. For instance, the tube fault or the valve fault may
cause a sudden or gradual change in the chilled water mass flow rate mchw . Similarly, dust on fins may
cause a change in the supply air mass flow rate ma ,sup . Moreover, faults may cause a difference between
the supply air temperature Ta,sup and its set-point. Thus, the residual Tspt,sup between Ta,sup and its set-point
is used as an HMM observation. Additionally, residuals representing parity relationships are considered.
For instance, a cooling coil model was developed in [24] as
ma , mix  ( Ea , mix  Ea , dis )
LMTD

1

 1

1 

 tube  R f 
 ( Atube ,out  Afin ), and
 w 
  a ,e tube
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(3.1)

UAcc  ma ,sup  ( Ea , mix  Ea , dis ) / LMTD, with

(3.2)

LMTD  (Tsup  Trn ) / (ln Tsup  ln Trn ), [25]

(3.3)

where Afin and Atube,out are the fin surface area and the tube outside surface area, respectively; Atube,in is the
tube’s inside surface area; tube is the tube thickness; λtube is the tube’s thermal conductivity; ηfin is the fin
efficiency; dtube,in is the tube inside diameter; and variable vchw , is the chilled water volumetric flow rate.
Here, Tsup = Ta,dis – Tchw,sup and Trn = Ta,mix – Tchw,rn. Variables Ta,mix and Ta,dis are the mixed air and the
discharge air temperatures, respectively; variables Tchw,sup and Tchw,rn are the supply and the return chilled
water temperatures, respectively. This model is validated by comparing it with a validated detailed physicsbased model of cooling coils [26]. For validation, 10620 simulation data points from 7/18 to 9/25 are used.
Variables, e.g., mixed air temperature, air mass flow rate and chilled water mass flow rate, representing
conditions of a cooling coil, are input in the two models. Cooling capacities are calculated as model output
since they represent performances of cooling coils. Residuals between cooling capacities of these two
models are calculated, and the relative error of residuals is 0.041. The right-side of (3.1) depends on
geometric parameters, e.g., dtube,in and Afin. If these parameters are set to their normal values, (3.1) will not
be valid when faults occur. Thus, the residual Rgray between the left-side and the right-side of (3.1) is used
as an HMM observation. Similarly, the difference between the enthalpy of mixed air Ea,mix and the enthalpy
of discharge air Ea,dis depends on the amount of heat exchange, and thus is determined based on geometric
parameters of the cooling coil. Component faults may cause changes in the geometric parameters, leading
to increase in residuals. To represent the relationship between the residual and sensor readings, a NN is
established. The inputs of this NN are 1) ma ,sup ; 2) mchw ; 3) the difference between the mixture air
temperature Ta,mix and the discharge air temperature Ta,dis; and 4) the difference between the mixture air
humidity ratio Wa,mix and the discharge air humidity ratio Wa,dis. The output is Ea,mix - Ea,dis. The residual
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RE,NN between Ea,mix - Ea,dis and its estimate obtained from the NN is considered as an HMM observation.
The matrix consisting of fault-related variables mentioned above is,
 m1a ,sup

X cc   .
 maK,sup


1
mchw
.
K
mchw

R1gray
.
K
Rgray

RE1 , NN
.
K
RE , NN

1

Tspt
,sup

.
1
Tspt ,sup 

(3.4)

Since these variables have different units, and differences among them are large, they are normalized
to avoid Xcc becoming an ill-conditioned matrix. Additionally, these variables may be correlated, and
contain redundant information. To remove redundancy, PCA is used to project the matrix into a reduced
space. If m vectors represent more than 95% of the correlated information, they are considered as adequate
set of “principal components” to reflect the original space [27]. The first three principal components capture
96.349% of variability in data, and thus are denoted by Occ and used to estimate HMM states in Fig. 3.4.
The HMM has three types of parameters, including 1) initial state probability distribution; 2) state transition
matrix; and 3) emission probabilities. The initial state probability distribution determines the likelihood of
belonging to each state at the initial time; state transition matrices represent probabilities of transition
among states; and emission probabilities govern distributions of observation sets which are observations
corresponding to each state. Since the HMM has 16 states, the HMM has a 1616 state transition matrix
and 16 observation sets. Similarly, HMMs of other components are established.
3.3.1.2

HMMs of Sensors Related to Return Air

For return fan, the temperature sensor, the humidity ratio sensor and the airflow sensor are considered.
Since the return fan is linked with VAV boxes, the return air is the mixture of airflows of all VAV boxes.
The return airflow rate is equal to the sum of those of VAV boxes,

mˆ a ,rn  iM1 ma ,vav _ i .

(3.5)
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where mˆ a , rn is the estimate of the air mass flow rate of return air; variable ma,vav_i is the air mass flow rate
of the ith VAV box; and M is the number of VAV boxes. The estimate will deviate from ma,rn if a sensor
fault occurs. Thus the residual mˆ a , rn  ma ,rn is used in the HMM. Similarly, estimate of the return air
temperature Ta,rn can also be calculated based on zone temperatures of VAV boxes as,

Tˆa , rn  ( iM1 ma ,vav _ i  Tzone,i )  iM1 ma ,vav _ i ,

(3.6)

where Tzone,i is the temperature of the ith zone. Residuals between estimates and measurements are
considered as HMM observations. For the return air humidity ratio sensor, the humidity ratio is estimated
as

Wˆa , rn  (iM1 ma ,vav _ i  Wzone,i ) iM1 ma ,vav _ i ,

(3.7)

where Wzone,i is the humidity ratio of the ith zone. The residual between the estimate and the measurement
is considered. For each sensor, drift and bias are considered as failure modes, and thus the HMM of a
sensor has 22 = 4 states. Similarly, HMMs of other sensors are established. Since each component or sensor
has its own HMM, concurrent faults of different components and sensors can be identified separately based
on corresponding HMMs.
Coupling among Components and Sensors. Components are linked through air or chilled water flows.
A fault in a component may cause a load increase in other components, which will then be more likely to
break down. For instance, valve stuck closed in a cooling coil results in decreased chilled water. The
supply fan needs to provide more air to rooms, and is more likely to wear, leading to a decrease in fan
efficiency. Similarly, sensor faults may cause components to work under extreme conditions. Thus,
coupling among adjacent components, and coupling between components and related sensors are
considered. This is done by using a coupled HMM algorithm developed in [18] with state transition
matrices that are dependent on other components. For instance, to capture the coupling between the cooling
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coil and the supply fan, the HMM of the supply fan have different state transition matrices corresponding
to various states of the cooling coil.

3.3.2 A New Online Learning Algorithm to Identify Failure Modes of Known Fault Types
Conditions of components and sensors change with operating environments, e.g., weather and
occupants. To adapt to changing environments, HMM parameters need to be updated based on new
observations. Existing Baum-Welch (BW)-based methods require accurate state recurrence equations
which are derived based on assumptions that may not always be satisfied [19], [20]. Unlike them, the
Gibbs-sampler-based method does not require these equations. Thus a Gibbs-sampler-based online learning
algorithm is derived to update HMM parameters. In this method, observation sets are updated by adding
new observations and removing oldest ones. Given prior distribution, Bayesian inference is used to deduce
posterior distribution of HMM parameters based on updated observation sets and state estimates. HMM
parameters are then drawn from their posterior distributions to replace their previous values. The method
of updating HMM parameters is described below.
3.3.2.1

Update Observation Sets of HMMs

Assume that the current time is t+1, observation sets for different states are available as well as state
estimates from the beginning to time t. To update observation sets at time t+1, the new observation Ot+1
should be added in the corresponding observation set. Thus it is important to know the state to which Ot+1
belongs. To estimate the state, the Viterbi algorithm is usually used since it gives the probability of the
most likely sequence of states. However, it is difficult to use the algorithm in this case since HMM
parameters at time t+1 are yet to be derived. Unlike using the Viterbi algorithm, using the forward variable
αt+1(i) provides us with a probability of the partial observation sequence until time t+1, with State i at time
t+1,

t 1 (i)  [ Nj1t ( j )a ji ,t ]bi (Ot 1 ).

(3.8)
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This variable depends on state transition probabilities aji,t at time t and the observation likelihood
bi(Ot+1), and it gives the marginal probability for each state. Thus the state having the forward variable
with the maximum value is considered as the rough state estimate at time t+1. To show the procedure in
detail, updating HMM parameters of a cooling coil coupled with the supply fan at time t+1 is presented as
an example and is shown in Fig. 3.5.
Time t+1
State sequence in window

Observation in window
Belong to
S=i

St-L+2 = i
...
St-n = i
St-n+1 = k
...
St+1 = i

Ot-L+2
...
Ot-n
...
Ot+1

Add Ot+1 in Di,Ssf=j
Training data sets
D0,Ssf=j: Data set for S = 0
...
Di,Ssf=j: Data set for S = i
...
Dk,Ssf=j: Data set for S = N

Transition
from i to k

Parameters for Time t
State transition matrix

nik|ssf = j = nik|ssf = j + 1
Emission matrix

µ and Σ are calculated
Remove the oldest observation in Di,Ssf=j

Figure 3.5. The procedure of updating HMM parameters at time t+1.
At time t+1, the supply fan is in State j. By calculating forward variables, the rough state estimate of the
cooling coil is i. The observation Ot+1 is added in the observation set Di , ssf  j corresponding to State i of the
cooling coil and State j of the supply fan, and oldest observations are removed.
3.3.2.2

Update Parameters of HMMs and Estimate States

After updating observation sets, Bayesian rule is used to infer posterior distributions of HMM
parameters given their prior distributions. As discussed in [18], the prior probability of the mean of
observations corresponding to scc = i and ssf = j is normally distributed

i |ssf  j

~ N ( 0,i , 0,1i ).

(3.9)
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Based on the Bayes rule, the posterior distribution is derived as

i |ssf  j Occ

~ N ( i |ssf  j , i |ssf  j ), with

(3.10)

i |ssf  j  (ni i |ssf  j  0i1 )1 (ni |ssf  j i1 oi |ssf  j  0i1 0,i ) , and

(3.11)

ni
oi |ssf  j    ok |ssf  j  ni |ssf  j ,
 k 1


(3.12)

where ni |ssf  j is the number of observations corresponding to State i of the cooling coil and State j of the
supply fan; and oi |ssf  j is the average value of the observations. The prior density of the covariance matrix
of observations corresponding to scc = i and ssf = j are assumed to follow an Inverse Wishart (IW)
distribution. The prior distribution is

i |ssf  j ~ IW   i ,i  .

(3.13)

Then, the posterior distribution is derived as,
ni
i |ssf  j Occ ~ IW     (ok |ssf  j  i |ssf  j )(ok |ssf  j  i |ssf  j )T ,i  ni |ssf  j  .
k 1



(3.14)

As justified in [18], probabilities of state transitions follow a Dirichlet distribution. The prior
distribution is

(ai ,0 , , ai , Ncc 1 ) |ssf  j ~ Dir (1, ,1).

(3.15)

Given the number of visits to each state, the posterior distribution is also Dirichlet and is given by:

(ai ,0 , , ai , Ncc 1 ) |ssf  j ~ Dir (ni 0 |ssf  j 1, , ni , Ncc 1 |ssf  j 1),
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(3.16)

where ni 0 |ssf  j is the number of transitions from State i to State 0 (normal condition) when the supply fan
is in State j. These values are obtained by counting visits to each state given state estimates before time
t+1. Given updated parameters, the Viterbi algorithm is used to estimate states in the current moving
window consisting of Ot-L+2, …, Ot+1, where L is the window length. The computational complexity of the
Viterbi algorithm is O(N2T), where N is the number of states and T is the length of the state sequence. In
our method, for each t, the state sequence in the moving window needs to be estimated, thus the complexity
is O(N2TL). The state estimate at the end of the sequence is considered as the estimate at time t+1.
3.3.2.3

Evaluate State Estimates

To measure fault diagnosis accuracy, F-measure is used since it reflects the precision and recall
(correct/false identification rates) [15]. To generate F-measures, four statistical measures related to
identification rates are considered, including 1) true positive; 2) false positive; 3) true negative; and 4) false
negative. True positive means that the normal condition is correctly estimated; true negative means that
the failure mode is correctly estimated; false positive means that the normal condition is falsely estimated
as a failure mode; and false negative means that the failure mode is falsely estimated as the normal condition
or other failure modes. The larger the F-measure is, the better the performance of a diagnosis method is.

3.3.3 Identify Fault Severities of Detected Known Types of Faults
For components, deviations of fault-related parameters from their normal values represent severities
of fault impacts. For sensors, deviations of sensor readings from their actual values reflect fault severities.
Filter-based methods including KF and PF are developed to estimate fault severities of components and
sensors. For linear models, KF is used since it is an optimal linear filter. For the nonlinear case, PF is used
since it is good at dealing with nonlinearities. Our methods are discussed below.
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3.3.3.1

Identify Fault Severities of Components

As presented before, four faults in cooling coils are considered, including 1) tube fouling; 2) dust on
fins; 3) valve stuck closed; and 4) valve stuck open. Tube fouling causes a decrease in the tube inside
diameter dtube,in. Similarly, dust accumulation leads to a decrease in the fin outside surface area Afin.
Severities of these two faults are reflected as the amount of decease in the two parameters. To estimate the
parameters, they are considered as parametric states xcc  [dtube,in Afin ]T . The state evolution is
xcc (t  1)  xcc (t )  vcc (t ),

(3.17)

where process noise is denoted by vcc(t) = [vtube(t) vfin(t)]T. For simplification, process noise is assumed
white, zero mean and normally distributed, and vtube(t) and vfin(t) are uncorrelated. To represent the
relationship between the two parametric states and sensor readings, the measurement equation is derived
from the physics-based model (3.1):
zcc (t )  hcc ( xcc (t ))  wcc (t ), with

(3.18)
1

 1


1
hcc ( xcc (t ))  
 R f  tube 
 ( Atube ,out  Afin ),
tube  w (dtube ,in ) 
  a ,e

(3.19)

and wcc(t) is the measurement noise and is normally distributed. To estimate states of this nonlinear model,
a PF is used. PF uses a set of particles to represent the posterior distribution given noisy observations. For
PF, particles can be input in nonlinear models for computation directly. There is no big difference between
linear models and nonlinear models for PF, and thus it is good at dealing with nonlinearities. Unlike tube
fouling and dust on fins, valve stuck closed occurs suddenly, and thus the chilled water mass flow rate
becomes almost 0. The cooling coil cannot reduce the air temperature. In this case, the failure mode should
be resolved immediately. Similarly, valve stuck open also occurs suddenly. The supply air temperature is
too low to track its set-point, and this fault should also be resolved as soon as possible.
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3.3.3.2

Identify Fault Severities of Sensors

If the output signal of a sensor differs from the correct value by a constant, the constant is called as
the sensor bias. If the output signal slowly changes independent of the measured property, this is defined
as the sensor drift. The two kinds of sensor faults are considered. To identify fault severities of sensors,
estimates of sensor bias and drift are required. To represent the two kinds of faults, two models are
developed separately. For instance, state equations capturing a drift in the supply air mass flow rate sensor
are,
kM sup (t  1)  k M sup (t )  wk , M sup (t ),

 xM sup (t  1)  xM sup (t )  [1  k M sup (t )]  wM sup (t ),

(3.20)

where kMsup(t) is the drift rate of the sensor at time t; the term xMsup(t) represents the sensor drift at time t;
For simplification, process noises wk,Msup(t) and wMsup(t) are assumed to be normally distributed, and
uncorrelated. Based on the fan model in [28], the measurement equation is obtained as,
zsf (t )  hsf ( xM sup, drift (t ))  vsf (t ), with

(3.21)

zsf (t )  (Qsf   air ) (msup, des  Psf ), and

(3.22)

hsf ( xM sup,drift (t ))  (c1  c2 f f , sf  c3 f f2, sf  c4 f f3, sf  c5 f f4, sf ) / esf (t ), with

(3.23)

f f , sf  [ma ,sup (t )  xM sup, drift (t )] msup, des .

(3.24)

The measurement noise vsf(t) is normally distributed. Similarly, for the bias, the state equation is developed
as,
xM sup,bias (t  1)  xM sup,bias (t )  wM sup,bias (t ),

(3.25)

since the sensor bias is assumed to be a constant. The measurement equation is similar to that of drift,
except replacing the drift term xMsup,drift by the bias term xMsup,bias in Eq. (3.21), Eq. (3.23) and Eq. (3.24).
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Given the inference of failure modes from the HMM, occurrence of a bias or a drift in sensors is
known, and the appropriate model is selected. KF or PF are then used to estimate sensor bias/drift based
on the models as fault severities. Unlike the supply air mass flow rate, other sensor readings, such as the
return air temperature, are not contained in existing physics-based/gray-box models. To identify their fault
severities, residuals between sensor readings and their estimates are considered. For instance, as shown in
(3.6), the return air temperature can be estimated based on zone temperatures. The residual between the
return air temperature and its estimate is used to represent the fault severity.

3.4 Identification of Failure Modes and Fault Severities for New Fault Types
In this section, a statistical method is developed to identify new failure modes and their severities. In
subsection 3.4.1, a robust Bayes-factor-based method is developed to find potential new fault types. In
subsection 3.4.2, a KL-divergence-based method is developed to confirm potential types as true ones. In
subsection 3.4.3, physical knowledge is used to find the cause of the new fault type and estimate its
severities.

3.4.1 Finding Potential New Fault Types
To detect new types of faults, current observations are compared with the expected observations of all
existing states. If current observations do not belong to all existing states, a potential new fault type is
declared. To test whether two groups of observations are from different distributions, Bayes-factor-based
testing is usually used. In the testing, the ratio of the probability of belonging to the same distribution to
that of belonging to different distributions is calculated. If the ratio is smaller than one, which is a constant
threshold, a new fault type is detected. Because of measurement noise and modelling errors, false
declaration of a new fault type may result. To distinguish new fault types from noise and model errors, the
constant threshold is replaced by control limits on the ratio. Consequently, the comparison is not sensitive
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to measurement noise and model errors. Additionally, in the testing, an analytical expression for the Bayesfactor in the multivariate case is derived.
In our Bayes-factor based testing, to test whether current observations and observations of an existing
state i are from different distributions, there are two hypotheses which are H0: μnew = μi versus H1: μnew 
μi, where μi is the mean of the observation distribution corresponding to State i and μnew is that of
observations in the current moving window. The mean μi is unknown. To simplify the problem, μi is
approximated by the average value of observations corresponding to State i. Thus the hypotheses are
converted as H 0,i : new  i versus H1,i : new  i . Based on Bayes rule, the probability that current
observations belong to State i is obtained

P ( H 0,i | onew ) 

P (onew | H 0,i ) P ( H 0,i )
P(onew )

.

(3.26)

Similarly, the probability that current observations do not belong to State i, P(H1,i|onew), is obtained. Since
most of failure modes are considered and covered by our HMMs, occurrence of a new fault type is a small
probability event. Prior probabilities for the two hypotheses are set as
 P( H 0,i )  0.99
.

 P( H1,i )  0.01

(3.27)

Based on Bayes rule, the ratio of the two posterior probabilities is
P ( H 0,i | onew )
P ( H1,i | onew )



P (onew | H 0,i ) P ( H 0 )
P (onew | H1,i ) P ( H1 )



m0 P ( H 0 )
P( H 0 )

 Bf 
,
m1 P ( H1 )
P ( H1 )

(3.28)

where Bf = m0/m1 is the Bayes factor. To detect new fault types, control limits of this ratio are calculated.
If the ratio is lower than the lower bound of the control limits, it means that the probability of belonging to
the existing State i is much lower than that of belonging to other states. Considering that the ratio may be
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too large or too small, log of the ratio is considered. By assuming that log of the ratio follows a normal
distribution, the control limits are obtained based on training data as
[ log_ rto  2 log_ rto , log_ rto  2 log_ rto ],

(3.29)

where  log_ rto is the average value of log ratios, and  log_ rto is the standard deviation of log ratios. In (3.28),
the posterior probability m0,i corresponding to State i is
m0,i   L() a ()d 

1
 n
 1
exp  ( X  i ) 1 ( X  i )  tr  S  1    d 
2
 2




n/2



1 n / 2

 1

exp  tr  (U  S ) 1   d .
 2


(3.30)

where U  n( X  i )( X  i ) , S   Lj1 ( X j  X )( X j  X ) ; the parameter L is the moving window length;
Xj is the jth observation in the current moving window; X is the average value of observations; and  is the
covariance matrix of observations. The prior πa = ||-1 was considered [29]. This is an integration with
respect to a matrix , and is defined as the iterated integral of a function with respect to each element of 
[30]. Elements in  are denoted by σjk, j = 1, …, d and k = 1, …, d, where d is the observation dimension.
Then, (3.30) is converted into

m0,i  

 1 n / 2
 1

exp   tr  (U  S ) 1     d jk .

 2
  kj 1,1, ,,dd


(3.31)

If the dimension of  is large, it is complex to calculate this integration. Since the probability density
function of the inverse matrix gamma distribution is
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0




 f ( X , ,  ,  )dX  





  d ( )
d

X

  ( d 1)/ 2

  1

exp  tr   X 1   dX  1.

  

(3.32)

It follows,


0

 X

  ( d 1)/ 2

 1

 d  d ( )
exp   tr  X 1   dX 
.


 


(3.33)

It is evident that (3.33) is like (3.30). Letting α = -(d+1)/2 + n/2 +1, β = 2 and  = U + S, Eq. (30) is
converted to

m0,i 

2d [  ( d 1)/ 2 n / 2 1]  d ((d  1) / 2  n / 2  1)
U S

 ( d 1)/ 2  n / 2 1

(3.34)

,

which can be easily calculated. The multivariate gamma function is
d

 d (a)   d ( d 1)/ 4  (a  (1  j ) / 2).

(3.35)

j 1

(3.34) is converted into
d

m0,i 

2d [  ( d 1)/ 2 n / 21]  (n / 2  d / 2  0.5  (1  i) / 2)
i 1

  d ( d 1)/ 4 U  S

(3.36)

.

 ( d 1)/ 2  n / 2 1

The analytical expression for m0,i is obtained. Compared with m0,i, m1,i is difficult to calculate. In [29], a
recursive formula was derived to calculate m1,i as
 j 1((n  1) / 2)  2
d

m1,i 

( n 1)/ 2



2d (2 )( n  d ) d / 2  n d / 2



d 1
 j 1 S j

1/ 2

 s

1

( n 1)/ 2
11

Thus, the Bayes factor BF is obtained.
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d
 j 2 
 Sj







( n 1)/ 2

.

(3.37)

3.4.2 Confirming Potential New Fault Types as True Ones
New fault types cause large changes in observations. To further reduce false identification rates,
deviations of current observations from previous ones are also considered. The potential new fault type is
confirmed as the true one if observations have significant changes. To identify changes in observations,
statistical process controls are usually used. However, observations may have multiple dimensions.
Statistical process controls are usually applied to the univariate case rather than the multivariate case. It is
difficult to combine analysis for each dimension together. To address this issue, a KL-divergence-based
method is developed since it measures how the distribution represented by all dimensions diverges from
that represented by previous observations. In our method, potential new fault types are confirmed as true
ones if KL-divergence falls outside its control limits determined based on a small false identification rate.
To derive the control limits, distributions of KL divergences are required. As discussed in [31], the KL
divergence between two univariate random variables follows a non-central chi-square distribution with one
degree of freedom. However, the distribution of KL divergence for the multivariate case is not available,
and is derived. The method is presented below.
3.4.2.1

Confirm Potential New Fault Types as True Ones based on KL-Divergence

The KL divergence between observations onew in the current moving window and observations opre in
the previous moving window is denoted by DKL(onew||opre) and is calculated as


DKL (onew || o pre )   pnew ( x)log

pnew ( x)
dx,
p pre ( x)

(3.38)

where pnew(x) and ppre(x) are probability density functions of onew and opre. By assuming that observations
follow normal distributions, the KL divergence between current observations and previous observations is
[31]
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DKL (onew || o pre ) 


1  |  pre |
1
 Tr[ pre1  new ]  d  ( new   pre )T  pre
( new   pre )  ,
log
2  |  new |


(3.39)

where μnew and μpre are means of distributions represented by onew and opre, respectively; and new and pre
are covariance matrices of onew and opre, respectively. Since observations are extracted via PCA, they are
uncorrelated. It is therefore reasonable to assume that new and pre are almost diagonal. Since new and

pre are different, it can be found that new = pre where  is a diagonal matrix. Then

DKL (onew || o pre ) 


1
1
log
 Tr[ ]  d  ( new   pre )T  pre1 (  new   pre ) 

2  | |


1
 [(  new   pre )T  pre1 ( new   pre )]  b,
2

where b 

(3.40)


1
1
log
 Tr ( )  d  .

2  | |


1
Since  pre
is diagonal, the first term of the KL divergence shown in (3.40) is

2
1
1 d ( new, j   pre , j )
X  ( new   pre )T  pre1 ( new   pre )  
2
2
2 j 1
 pre
,j

d

var( D j )

D 2j

j 1

2s j

var( D j )



d

1

j 1

j



d

12 ( j )   c j 12 ( j ),
j 1

(3.41)

with
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 pre
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(3.42)

where Dj = μnew,j – μpre,j; λj is the non-centrality parameter of the non-central chi-square distribution χ(λj)
corresponding to the jth dimension of observations. It can be found that X is a linear combination of noncentral chi-square distributions as shown in (3.41). In [32], the cumulative density function of a linear
combination of non-central chi-square distributions was developed. Given the false identification rate Pf =
0.01, the control limits are calculated by using the cumulative density function as:
Pf  P ( DKL  h | H 0 ),

(3.43)

where h is the upper limit of DKL since DKL is definitely positive. If DKL is larger than h, it means that
there is a large change in observations, and the potential new fault type is confirmed as a true one.
3.4.2.2

Add New States and Update HMM Parameters to Capture the Detected New Fault Types

To capture the detected new fault type, new states are added in the HMM, and HMM parameters are
updated accordingly. For instance, a new fault type of the cooling coil is detected. The number of failure
modes is increased from four to five. Thus, the number of states Ncc is increased from 24 to 25.
Accordingly, each 24×24 state transition matrix is replaced by a 25×25 state transition matrix. New state
transition matrices are generated by following (3.16). To generate new observation sets, it is reasonable to
assume that observations in the current moving window belong to the detected new fault type. Considering
the coupling between the supply fan and the cooling coil, observation sets corresponding to the new state
of the cooling coil and existing states of the supply fan are generated. Means and covariance matrices of
these observation sets are obtained based on (3.10) and (3.14) to represent emission matrices.

3.4.3 Identifying the Detected New Fault Type and Its Severities via Physical Knowledge
After detecting the new fault type, it is important to find the cause of the fault based on physical
knowledge. For instance, pump leakage is considered as a new fault type. A fault tree of the cooling coil
is established as shown in Fig. 3.6. In this figure, known types of faults are represented by solid circles and
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new fault types are represented by dashed circles. Both known types and new types of faults are reflected
by certain fault-related sensor readings, such as the chilled water mass flow rate marked by a black dot.
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exchange
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exchange
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Tube
fouling

Dust on
fin
surface
Air
temperature

Air mass
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Chilled water
mass flow rate

Chilled water
temperature

Figure 3.6. The fault tree of the cooling coil.
After detecting a new fault type, by checking sensor readings used by the HMM of the cooling coil, it
can be found that the chilled water mass flow rate gradually decreases. Based on the fault tree, either tube
fouling or pump leakage occurs. Considering that tube fouling is an existing fault, the detected fault should
be pump leakage. Since pump leakage causes a decrease in the chilled water mass flow rate passing through
the pump, the amount of decrease is used to identify the fault severity.

3.5 Experimental Results
Our fault diagnosis method was implemented by using MATLAB 2014a and was run on a laptop with Intel
Core i7-6920HQ 2.9GHz processor and 32GB of memory. The method is tested using simulation data and
real data. In Example 1, a small building is simulated by using two packages: DesignBuilder [33] and
EnergyPlus [26]. Results show that 1) known types of failure modes in components and sensors are
identified by coupled online HMMs with low false identification rates; 2) fault severities of existing faults
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are estimated accurately given inferences of failure modes; and 3) our statistical method of integrating
Bayes-factor testing and KL divergence detects new fault types with low false identification rates. In
Example 2, our method is tested using real data from the ASHRAE project 1312-RP [3]. Results illustrate
that both known types and new types of failure modes are diagnosed with low false identification rates, and
their severities are estimated accurately.

3.5.1 Example 1: A Small Building Simulated
The simple building has two 95.517 m3 rooms. In the building, tube diameter dtube,in is set to be
0.01445 m; the outside surface area of fins is 43.59555 m2; the fan efficiency is 0.7. For the cooling coil,
tube fouling is simulated from 7/18 to 7/23; dust on fins is simulated from 7/24 to 7/29; and pipe leakage
is simulated from 7/30 to 8/3. For the supply fan, a decrease in supply fan efficiency is simulated from 8/2
to 8/4. Drift of the return air temperature sensor is simulated from 9/23 to 9/25, and the bias is simulated
on 9/30. Other sensor faults are also simulated. 2/3 of the data are used for training and the rest are used
for testing.
3.5.1.1

Identify Known Types of Failure Modes of Components

States of the cooling coil are estimated by using the coupled online HMM. Actual states and state
estimates are represented by black dashed lines and blue stars, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.7. The xaxis is the time, and the y-axis is the state of the cooling coil. States corresponding to the normal condition,
the tube fouling, the dust on fins and valve stuck closed are denoted by ‘0,’ ‘8,’ ‘4’ and ‘2.’ In the figure,
most actual state points and their estimates are the same and are overlapped. Also, there are some false
identifications. For instance, certain points belonging to the normal condition are falsely estimated as tube
fouling on 8/17. Similarly, certain points belonging to the normal condition are falsely estimated as dust
on fins around 10/4. F-measures of the tube fouling, dust on fins and valve stuck closed are 0.989, 0.928
and 0.994. The false alarm rate is 0.6%. The coupled online HMM captures coupling between the cooling
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coil and the supply fan and adapts to changing environments. States of the cooling coil are therefore
estimated with low false identification rates.
CC state
Estimates of states
Actual states

State of CC

8

5

2

False alarms

-1
07/15 07/25 08/04 08/18 08/28 09/08 09/17 09/27 10/08 10/18

Figure 3.7. States of the cooling coil estimated by coupled online HMM.
If the coupled HMM with fixed parameters is used, the changing environments cannot be tracked. Thus,
more false identifications occur when compared to the coupled online HMM as shown in Fig. 3.8. Fmeasures of the three failure modes are 0.981, 0.930 and 0.992. It can be concluded that most of the Fmeasures are worse than those of using the coupled online HMM. Additionally, the false alarm rate is
0.7%, which is slightly larger than that of using the coupled online HMM.
CC state
Estimates of states
Actual states

State of CC
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False alarms
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07/15 07/25 08/04 08/18 08/28 09/08 09/17 09/27 10/08 10/18

Figure 3.8. States of the cooling coil estimated by coupled HMM with fixed parameters.
If the online HMM is used, states are estimated as shown in Fig. 3.9. Since the online HMM does not
capture coupling among components, and thus it performs worse than the coupled online HMM. F-
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measures of the three failure modes are 0.982, 0.926 and 0.938, and the false alarm rate is 0.9%,
considerably higher.
CC state
Estimates of states
Actual states

State of CC
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5

False alarms
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07/15 07/24 08/04 08/17 08/27 09/07 09/16 09/27 10/06 10/17

Figure 3.9. States of the cooling coil estimated by online HMM.
3.5.1.2

Estimate Fault Severities of Components

To illustrate the estimation of component fault severities, the supply fan is used as an example. Failure
modes of the supply fan are estimated by using the coupled online HMM as shown in Fig. 3.10, where ‘0’
means the normal condition, and ‘4’ means a decrease in fan efficiency. Decrease in fan efficiency is
diagnosed on 8/2. Given the state estimates, KF is used to estimate supply fan efficiency based on the fan
model containing fan efficiency. The normal value of fan efficiency is 0.7. Residuals between the estimates
of fan efficiency and its normal value represent severities as shown in Fig. 3.11. It can be found that
residuals increase gradually with decrease in fan efficiency, and have three segments with different
increased speed because of limitations of the simulation packages used.
SF state
Estimates of states
Actual states

State of SF

4
3
2
1
0
08/03

Figure 3.10. Estimates of failure modes of the supply fan.
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Figure 3.11. Residuals between estimates of the supply fan efficiency and its normal value.
3.5.1.3

Identify Known Types of Failure Modes of Sensors

To show the process of identifying failure modes of sensors, the return air temperature sensor is
considered as an example. By using the coupled online HMM, states of the sensor are inferred as shown
in Fig. 3.12, where ‘1’ and ‘2’ mean ‘bias’ and ‘drift,’ respectively. Their F-measures are 0.998 and 0.996.

State of S Ta rn

S Ta rn state

2

Estimates of states
Actual states

Sensor bias

Sensor drift

1

0
09/23

10/03

10/14

Figure 3.12. State estimates of the return air temperature sensor obtained by coupled online HMM.
3.5.1.4

Estimate Fault Severities of Sensors

Return air temperature can be estimated based on zone temperatures corresponding to all VAV boxes.
Residuals between sensor readings and the estimates are calculated and shown in Fig. 3.13. It can be found
that residuals in Fig. 3.13 correspond to state estimates in Fig. 3.12. The residual has a sudden change due
to the sensor bias and a gradually increase caused by the sensor drift, and represents fault severities.
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Figure 3.13. Residuals between sensor readings and actual values of the return air temperature
sensor.
3.5.1.5

Detect and Identify New Types of Faults

To test our method, pump leakage is considered as a new fault type. It occurs on 8/9 and is detected
by our statistical method after 86 hours. As discussed before, compared to known fault types, new fault
types have limited corresponding observations compared to known ones. Their observation information
may not be enough for distinguishing. Additionally, our method is conservative to achieve a low false
alarm rate. Thus more time is required to detect the new fault types compared with that of known fault
types. The detected new fault type is then diagnosed by the coupled online HMM as shown in Fig. 3.14.
A low false alarm rate 0.5% is achieved.
CC state
17
Estimates of states
Actual states

State of CC

14
11
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Figure 3.14. Pump leakage (new fault type) detected by our statistical method based on coupled
online HMM.
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By observing sensor readings of the cooling coil, it can be seen that the chilled water mass flow rate is
reduced. Based on physical knowledge, it is known that both tube fouling and pump leakage can cause a
decrease in the chilled water flow rate. Tube fouling is an existing fault, thus the new fault type must be
the pump leakage.

3.5.2 Example 2: ASHRAE-1312 Data
In ASHRAE project 1312-RP, there are two AHUs, AHU-A and AHU-B, which were calibrated to be
identical [3]. AHU-B is fault-free, and multiple faults were implemented in AHU-A during spring, summer
and winter. This paper focuses on the cooling mode, thus summer data from 8/19 to 9/8 are used. Detailed
description of data can be found in [10]. In the data, faults of the EA damper, the OA damper, ducts, the
return fan were implemented, but sensor faults are not implemented.
3.5.2.1

Identify Known Types of Failure Modes in Components

To show the process of identifying the failure modes of components, the EA damper and the OA
damper are used as examples. By using the coupled online HMMs, failure modes of the EA damper are
estimated as shown in Fig. 3.15. In the figure, ‘1’ means that the damper is stuck closed. Its F-measure is
0.966. Similarly, states of the OA damper are estimated as shown in Fig. 3.16. ‘1’ denotes the damper
leakage, and ‘2’ means that the damper is stuck closed. F-measures of the two failure modes are 1 and 1,
respectively.
EA Dmp state

State of EA Dmp

2
Estimates of states
Actual states
1

0

-1
08/19 08/21 08/23 08/25 08/27 08/31 09/02 09/04 09/06 09/07

Figure 3.15. State estimates of the EA damper.
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Figure 3.16. State estimates of the OA damper.
3.5.2.2

Estimate Severities of Failure Modes

OA damper leakage is used as an example to show the process of estimating fault severities. As
mentioned in [3], the normal value of the damper opening is 40%. To realize the damper leakage, the
damper opening is changed to 45% on 9/5 and 55% on 9/6. Residuals between the damper opening and its
normal value are calculated to represent the fault severities as shown in Fig. 3.17.
The residual between the OA damper opening and its normal value

10

55% opening

0

45% opening

40% opening

-10
09/05

09/07

Figure 3.17. Residuals between the OA damper opening and its normal value (40% opening is normal).
3.5.2.3

Detect and Identify New Types of Failure Modes

To test our method, stuck open of the EA damper is considered as a new fault type. The new fault
type is detected by using our statistical method, and new states are estimated by our coupled online HMM
as shown in Fig. 3.18. Since the new fault type is detected by the HMM of the EA damper, the new fault
type should be related to the airflow passing through the EA damper. By observing the airflow, it can be
found that the airflow rate is always maximum. Thus the fault is identified as damper stuck open.
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Figure 3.18. EA damper stuck open (new fault type) detected by our statistical method.
3.5.2.4

Comparison between Our Method and Others

Many methods such as SVM, decision tree, Bayesian network and ANN have been developed to
diagnose faults in air handling systems. To evaluate our method, F-measures of known fault types are
compared with those obtained by using other methods also based on the ASHRAE project 1312-RP data as
shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. F-measures of failure mode obtained by our method and others
Our method

SVM [15]

fea_dmp,sc

0.966

0.923

0.9

foa_dmp,sc

1

NA

NA

foa_dmp,leak

1

0.994

NA

fcc,vlv_sc

1

0.928

1

fcc,vlv_so

1

0.785

0.98

fduct,lb

0.998

0.981

1

fduct,la

0.821

1

NA
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Decision tree [9]

frf,cf

0.999

0.887

1

frf,fs

1

0.795

1

Average

0.976

0.923

0.97

In this table, it can be seen that the average F-measure of our method is better than that of the SVM [15]
and the decision tree [9]. Additionally, as mentioned in [15], the average F-measure of their method is
0.923 that is significantly better than other methods, e.g., LibSVM, Naïve Bayes, radial basis function
network, Bayesian network, NN and random forest decision tree. Therefore, the performance of our method
is also better than these methods.

3.6 Conclusion
In this paper, a systematic method is developed to identify known and new types of failure modes and their
severities in air handling systems with low false identification rates. In this method, to identify known
types of faults, an online learning algorithm is developed to estimate the states of components and sensors,
while updating HMM parameters to adapt to changing environments. To identify new types of faults with
low false identification rates, a robust statistical method is developed to detect the new fault type, and the
new fault type is labeled based on physical knowledge (e.g., a fault tree or a human-in-the-loop). By
adapting to changing environments and capturing coupling among components, our method performs better
than others.
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Chapter 4

4 Fault Prognosis of HVAC Air Handling Systems
Air handling systems are key sub-systems of a Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system.
They consist of multiple components, e.g., cooling coils, and are used to condition air to satisfy human
thermal comfort and air quality requirements. Fault prognosis of air handling systems allows system
operators to know Remaining Useful lives (RULs) of systems, thus preventing unexpected breakdowns and
reducing operation and maintenance costs. Compared to other methods, Hidden Semi-Markov Models
(HSMMs) perform well for fault prognosis since they capture state evolutions via distributions rather than
state equations, and thus accumulation of prediction errors is avoided. However, estimating RULs by using
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HSMMs is challenging since 1) it requires probabilities for each state and each time-duration at each time,
and is time-consuming; and 2) a component or a system may suffer from multiple faults, but HSMMs
capturing impacts of all failure modes are hard to establish. To address the first issue, a statistical method
is developed to select appropriate potential state transition points from original ones. Since only selected
points need to estimate (estimates of other points depend on those of potential ones), a low computational
effort is required. In certain physics-based models, capacities are functions of fault-related parameters
reflecting fault severities. To address the second issue, “mapping matrices” are extracted from these models
to represent discrete relationships between levels of capacity (i.e., states of HSMMs) and fault severities.
Experimental results show that our method can effectively predict RULs of components and systems with
high accuracy.

4.1 Introduction
Heating, Ventilation and Air-Condition (HVAC) systems account for 57% of energy used in the U.S.
commercial and residential buildings [1]. As key sub-systems in an HVAC system, air handling systems
condition air to satisfy human thermal comfort and air quality requirements by using chilled water from
chillers and hot water from boilers. Variable Air Volume (VAV) air handling systems are widely used.
Usually, they consist of multiple components, including 1) dampers; 2) filters; 3) cooling/heating coils; 4)
fans; and 5) ducts as shown in Fig. 4.1. The recirculation air damper and the Outdoor Air damper are used
to mix air in a desired proportion. The mixed air is then delivered to coils, which are used to condition air
via heat exchange. The supply fan delivers air to VAV boxes. The return fan delivers air to the Exhaust
Air damper and the air-mixing box. Components of air handling systems have long life expectancies [2],
thus rarely transit to faulty conditions.
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Figure 4.1. Structure of a specific air handling system considered
In air handing systems, gradual faults cause slow gradual degradations in performance, and they may
result in unsatisfactory human thermal comfort and air quality. For instance, tube fouling in a cooling coil
may cause decrease in the chilled water mass flow rate, leading to a degradation in the cooling capacity.
Because of faults, a system or a component no longer performs its intended function. The remaining time
that a component or a system is estimated to be able to function in accordance with its intended purpose
before repair or replacement is called Remaining Useful Life (RUL). Fault prognosis is critical since it
allows system operators to know RULs of constituent components, thus preventing unexpected breakdowns
and reducing operation and maintenance costs. Fault prognosis, however, is challenging since 1)
appropriate performance indicators to measure RULs are hard to find; and 2) components and systems may
suffer from multiple faults, and impacts of all these faults should be captured to estimate RULs. Unlike
gradual faults, sudden faults are usually unanticipated events, and cannot be predicted.
This paper focuses on fault prognosis of gradual faults in an air handling system and its components
under the cooling mode. RULs of components and systems are estimated to guide maintenances. To
simplify the problem, repair and replacement of failed components, and coupling among components and
that among failure modes are not considered. Additionally, estimates of RULs are not updated given new
observations. Based on accepted practice in HVAC systems [3], multiple failure modes of the cooling coil
and the supply fan are considered. For cooling coils, two gradual faults are considered, including tube
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fouling and dust on fins. For the supply fan, decrease in fan efficiency is considered. In a generic scenario,
fault prognosis is usually triggered by fault diagnosis. In other words, a fault diagnosis method is used to
identify current failure modes and their severities. If faults are diagnosed, maintenance crews will repair
or replace failed components or systems. Otherwise, the fault prognosis method will be used to estimate
RULs based on current conditions. Fault prognosis of air handling systems is rarely considered, but many
methods were developed for components (e.g., bearings) of other systems (e.g., engines) and are reviewed
in Section 4.2. In existing works, capacities of components or systems are used to measure RULs. To
capture future evolutions, physics-based models, black-box models or statistical models were developed
for components or systems to estimate their RULs. By using physics-based models, future states are
predicted based on mathematical equations given predictions at the previous moment, leading to
accumulation of prediction errors. Black-box models do not consider physical knowledge, and thus lack
transparency and robustness.

As statistical models, HMMs capture evolutions via time-duration

distributions on which RULs are directly estimated based, instead of predicting future states one by one.
Thus, accumulation of prediction errors is avoided. However, in HMMs, geometric distributions are
implicitly used to approximate time-durations of states, and this distribution assumption may not be
reasonable in practice. Unlike HMMs, Hidden Semi-Markov Models (HSMMs) have explicit time-duration
distributions, e.g., Weibull extension distribution, thus can capture state evolutions more accurately.
Because of advantages of HSMMs, in Section 4.3, a HSMM-based method is developed to estimate
RULs as shown in Fig. 4.2. In this method, levels of capacity are considered as states of the air handling
system and its components to measure RULs, since they represent capabilities of satisfying human
requirements. As shown in the figure, states of the system and its components are influenced by
corresponding failure modes and fault severities. Two kinds of HSMMs are established to estimate failure
modes and their severities separately for fault prognosis. The estimation also helps to know whether a
failure mode occurs or not. If it takes a long time, it may cause increase in maintenance cost. However,
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the standard Viterbi algorithm developed to estimate states of HSMMs needs to calculate probabilities of
different time-durations for each state at each time, and thus is time-consuming. As discussed before,
components of air handling systems have long life expectancies. They usually stay in the normal condition
for a long time, and state transitions are small probability events. Given estimates of state transition points,
estimates of non-transition points can be obtained directly without estimating, leading to low computational
requirements. Based on this concept, a new statistical method is developed to find potential state transition
points from the original ones to ensure that they cover actual transition points.

Mapping matrices
Estimated fault
severities and
their evolutions

A statistical method
integrating fault impacts

Air handling
system
An efficient method to
estimate severities of
failure modes

Tube fouling

Cooling coil

Physics-based model:
Relationships between
System & components

Evolutions of levels of
capacity and RULs (system)

Supply fan

Dust on fins

Evolutions of levels of
… capacity and RULs
(components)

Decrease in fan efficiency …

Figure 4.2. The framework of our fault prognosis method
If a component is assumed to have only one failure mode, capacities of this component are only
influenced by this failure mode. Thus, evolutions of levels of the component’s capacity are equivalent to
evolutions of fault severities. HSMMs capturing evolutions of fault severities are therefore used to estimate
RULs of the component directly. However, if multiple failure modes are considered, HSMMs capturing
evolutions of levels of capacity under impacts of all failure modes are required, but are harder to establish.
In certain physics-based models, capacities of components are functions of fault-related parameters
reflecting fault severities. In Section 4.4, a statistical method is developed to extract “mapping matrices”
from these physics-based models to capture discrete relationships between levels of capacity and fault
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severities as shown in Fig. 4.2. Given the matrices, severities and their future evolutions of each failure
mode are integrated to obtain those of components. This method is then extended to the air handling system.
In Section 4.5, data from a simulated small building are used to test our fault prognosis method.
Experimental results show that our method performs well in estimating RULs.

4.2 Literature Review
Fault prognosis of HVAC air handing systems and their components has rarely been addressed in the
literature. Thus methods developed for components (e.g., bearings) of other systems (e.g., engines) are
reviewed in subsection 4.2.1. Integrating component results for system-level prognosis involves additional
layers of difficulty, and is reviewed in subsection 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Fault Prognosis Methods for Components
Prognosis methods can be generally categorized into three types from a modeling perspective,
including 1) physics-based models; 2) black-box models; and 3) statistical models.
4.2.1.1

Prognosis Methods based on Physics-based Models

In these methods, degradation phenomena of components are represented by a set of mathematical
models that can be constructed from first principles. Model parameters are trained and then used to predict
future evolutions of degradations. For instance, to estimate RULs for suspension systems, a degradation
model was established in [4]. In the model, states of the system and the system degradation are represented
by fast dynamic variables (e.g., component states) and slow ones (e.g., fault-related parameters),
respectively.

In [5], first or second order nonlinear equations were developed to model damage

accumulation in a dynamic system. To do fault prognosis in bearings, time-dependent degradation models
with exponential terms were developed in [6]. Usually, filtering methods, e.g., extended Kalman filters or
particle filters, were used to estimate degradation parameters for fault prognosis [6] [7]. Since these
methods are based on mathematical equations, predictions may be more precise than other ones. However,
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developing these models requires physical knowledge that may not be available or untenable. Additionally,
future measurements are not available to correct predictions of future states, leading to accumulation of
prediction errors.
4.2.1.2

Prognosis Methods based on Black-box Models

Based on black-box models, some methods (e.g., autoregressive models and Neuronal Networks
(NN)) were developed for fault prognosis. Static NNs can approximate arbitrary nonlinear relationships
among independent and dependent, but they do not capture time information thus are not good at fault
prognosis. To address this issue, recurrent NNs were developed. In recurrent NNs, the output of a neuron
is also its input, thus the output at time t also depends on the output at time t-1. Recurrent NNs are therefore
time-series-prediction models and are good at fault prognosis. In [8], RNNs were used to predict vibration
of bearings for fault prognosis in a motor driven gearbox. To predict bearing cracks, a recurrent wavelet
neural network was developed in [9].
network was developed in [10].

To predict spur gear condition value one-step ahead, a neuro-fuzzy

The fuzzy inference structure was established based on physical

knowledge, and fuzzy membership functions were trained by neural networks. Methods based on blackbox models can be used even without physical knowledge. However, these methods do not consider
physical knowledge, and thus lack transparency and robustness.
4.2.1.3

Prognosis Methods based on Statistical Models

Statistical models, e.g., dynamic Bayesian networks and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), represent
future evolution statistically. For instance, a dynamic Bayesian network was developed to estimate RULs
of a computer numerical control tool machine [11]. In this method, dynamic Bayesian network was trained,
and a Viterbi algorithm was used to estimate the current state. In [12], to estimate RULs of a system under
degradation or shock damage, the degradation time was assumed to be normally distributed, and the time
between two shock damages was assumed to follow an exponential distribution. To analyze the reliability
of computer-controlled machine tools, the lognormal and Weibull distributions were used to describe the
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time between failures and the repair time [13]. HMM-based methods can also be used to estimate RULs of
components, e.g., bearings [14]. However, in HMMs, the geometric distribution of residence time in each
state is implicitly used to approximate the time-duration of each state, and this distribution assumption may
not be reasonable in practice. HSMM is an extension of HMM by allowing the underlying process to be a
semi-Markov chain with time-durations for each state. The probability of transiting to other states depends
on the amount of time that the system stays in the current state. Compared to HMMs, HSMMs have explicit
time-duration distributions, e.g., Weibull distribution, and thus can capture state evolutions more
accurately. In [15], a segmental HSMM-based method was developed to predict RULs of pumps. States
of HSMMs and their time-durations were assumed to be normally distributed. The RUL depends on 1) the
expected rest time of staying in the current state; 2) probabilities of state transitions; and 3) the expected
time of staying in rest states. Based on this concept, a backward recursive method was developed to
estimate RULs [15]. However, compared to HMMs, HSMMs need to calculate probabilities for each state
and each time-duration at each time, and thus are time-consuming.
In reliability engineering, components and systems have different failure rates during various phases.
Usually, components and systems have decreasing failure rates during the early “infant mortality” phase,
constant failure rates during the “useful life” phase and increasing failure rates during the “wear out” phase,
as they exceed their design lifetimes. Thus, it is reasonable that the instantaneous failure rate (also called
hazard rate) is bathtub curved. As stated earlier, in existing works, time-durations and time-to-failure were
usually assumed to follow non-bathtub-curved distributions, e.g., the exponential distribution and the
Weibull distribution. To capture the bathtub-curved characteristic, multiple distributions were developed,
e.g., Weibull extension distribution [16], modified Weibull distribution [17] and additive Burr XII
distribution [18]. Among them, full conditional density functions of the Weibull extension distribution are
available.
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4.2.2 Fault Prognosis Methods for Systems
Fault prognosis at the system-level is important since it provides a global view of system conditions.
A few papers investigated fault prognosis at the system-level. For instance, in [19], a hierarchical
architecture was presented to analyze effects of system-level parameters on component faults in an aero
propulsion system of turbofans. Physics-based models at the component-level and those at the systemslevel were developed to represent relationships between components and systems. Health factors of each
component determine their performances. In [20], System-level performance was calculated based on
health factors of components to predict RULs of an aircraft air conditioning system.

4.3 Estimating RULs of an Air Handling System and its Components under
One Failure Mode
In subsection 4.3.1, HSMMs are established to capture transitions of failure modes and evolutions of fault
severities, with their parameters estimated by using a hybrid Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo sampler. In
subsection 4.3.2, an efficient method is developed to estimate states of HSMMs with low false identification
rates and low computational effort.

4.3.1 HSMMs to Capture Transitions of Failure Modes and Evolutions of Fault Severities
Impacts of failure modes on capacities of components and systems are analyzed first. To identify
failure modes and their severities, two kinds of HSMMs are established. To estimate parameters of HSMMs,
a hybrid Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo sampler is used.
4.3.1.1

Impacts of Failure Modes on Capacities of Components and Systems

A cooling coil is a coiled arrangement of tubes. In the coil, chilled water flows through tubes under
the control of valves, and air passes through fins. The air temperature is reduced via heat transfer between
air and chilled water. The cooling capacity is a measure of the ability to remove heat, and thus is considered
as the state of the cooling coil. A physics-based model of cooling coils was presented in [22]. In this
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model, the cooling capacity is a function of geometrical parameters, e.g., tube inside diameter dtube,in and
fin surface area Afin. Tube fouling causes a decrease in dtube,in and the chilled water mass flow rate mchw ,
leading to a degradation in the cooling capacity. Similarly, dust on fins results in a decrease in Afin, and
leads to a degradation in the cooling capacity. Thus, cooling capacities are influenced by failure modes,
and fault-related parameters dtube,in and Afin reflect severities of failure modes. The supply fan is used to
deliver air to rooms. Decrease of fan efficiency esf makes the fan consume more electricity to maintain the
supply air mass flow rate ma ,sup . However, if the upper bound of the fan power is reached, the air mass
flow rate decreases, leading to decrease in the cooling capacity. Based on this concept, a physics-based
model of fans was developed [23].
For the air handling system, the cooling capacity is also a measure of the ability to remove heat, and
its evolution is influenced by failure modes of the cooling coil and the supply fan. The cooling capacity is
related to three fault-related parameters dtube,in, Afin and esf.
4.3.1.2

HSMMs to Capture Transitions among Failure Modes

As mentioned before, capacities are considered as states of components, and they are influenced by
failure modes and their severities, which need to estimate. To estimate the failure mode, HSMMs capturing
transitions among failure modes are established for each component. An HSMM contains four kinds of
parameters, including 1) initial probability vectors π, which determines the likelihood of belonging to each
state at the initial time; 2) state transition matrices P, which represent probabilities of transiting among
states; 3) emission probabilities O governing distributions of observation sets which are observations
corresponding to each state; and 4) parameters of time-duration distributions λ, which determine time
periods of staying in each state. To present the structure of this kind of HSMMs, the cooling coil is used
as an example. Tube fouling and dust on fins of cooling coils are considered and they may be concurrent.
To cover this situation, the HSMM state is set as Scc_fal = (fcc,tube, fcc,fin), where tube fouling is denoted by
fcc,tube and dust on fins is denoted by fcc,fin. State Scc = 0 is equivalent to (fcc,tube, fcc,fin) = ‘00’ which means
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that no faults are present in the cooling coil, and Scc = 3 is equivalent to (fcc,tube, fcc,fin) = ‘11’ which means
that all failure modes occur. Thus, the HSMM has 22 = 4 states denoted by Scc_fal = 0, 1, 2, 3 as shown in
Fig. 4.3.
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pcc,0(d)

Scc_fal

Occ(2) ... Occ(t1)

0

Time (d)

Time (d)

Time (d)
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...

1
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Occ(t4+1) ... Occ(t4+t5)

3
(fcc,tube, fcc,fin) = ‘11’

Figure 4.3. HSMM to represent transitions among failure modes of a cooling coil
Unlike HMMs, HSMMs represent transition among segments, where a segment is a subsequence of
same states and the first and the last states are preceded and followed by different states. To represent the
state evolution of an HSMM, a forward variable at time t is denoted by

 i (t )  P(O(1), , O(t ), S (t )  i, S (t  1)  i).

(4.1)

This variable is the probability of a segment from time t-d+1 to time t with a state transition from S =
i to S = j at time t + 1. It is calculated as:
t
N 

bi (O( s )), 0  t  T
 j 1 d1 j (t  d )a ji pi (d ) s t
 d 1
 i (t )  
 i ,
t 0

(4.2)

where aji is the probability of transiting from State j to State i; pi(d) is the probability that the time-duration
of State i is d, and it can be obtained by calculating the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the timeduration distribution; and bi(O(s)) is the probability that O(s) corresponds to State i. To select appropriate
observations for HSMMs, as discussed in [21], three kinds of variables are considered, including 1) fault90

related sensor readings; 2) residuals between some sensor readings and set-points; and 3) residuals between
some sensor readings and their estimates obtained from models. These variables may be correlated and
contain redundant information. To remove the redundancy, principal component analysis is used to extract
indicators from these variables as observations Occ.

Similarly, HSMMs of other components are

established.
4.3.1.3

HSMMs to Capture Evolutions of Fault Severities

To identify states of components, given estimated failure modes, estimates of fault severities are
required. To achieve this, HSMMs representing evolutions of fault severities are established. To present
structures of HSMMs, tube fouling is used as an example. Usually, a gradual fault has three phases,
including 1) incipient; 2) medium-term; and 3) late-in-life. Thus, each gradual fault is assumed to have
three severities, and the HSMM of tube fouling has four states Scc_tube = 0, 1, 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 4.4,
including a normal condition and three fault severities.
pcc_tube,3(d)

pcc_tube,1(d)

pcc_tube,0(d)

Time (d)

Time (d)

Time (d)

Occ_tube(1) Occ_tube(2) ... Occ_tube(t1) Occ_tube(t1+1) ... Occ_tube(t1+2) ... Occ_tube(t3+1) ... Occ_tube(t3+1)

Scc_tube

0

1

...

Normal condition

3
Fault severity 3

Figure 4.4. HSMM representing gradual degradation of tube fouling
Similarly, HSMMs of other failure modes are established.
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4.3.1.4

Estimating Parameters of HSMMs

As justified in [21], unlike other methods such as expectation-maximization algorithm, Gibbs sampler
avoids local minima, and thus is used to estimate parameters of HSMMs. In the Gibbs sampler, prior
distributions of parameters are assumed, and posterior distributions are derived based on prior ones via
Maximum a Posteriori Estimation. The Gibbs sampler generates samples of parameters randomly based
on their posterior distributions conditioned on other parameters iteratively (like Gauss-Seidel iteration) until
the iterations converge [24]. Both HMM and HSMM have initial probability vectors, state transition
matrices and emission probabilities, and thus posterior distributions used for HMMs are also used for
HSMMs [21]. Compared to HMMs, HSMMs have extra parameters of time-duration distributions. As
discussed before, Weibull extension distributions possess the bathtub-curved characteristic and their
posterior distributions are available. Thus, time-durations are assumed to follow Weibull extension
distributions. This distribution contains two scale parameters α, λ and a shape parameter β. To estimate
these parameters in the Gibbs sampler framework, it is important to sample points from posterior
distributions of α, β and λ. The posterior distribution is obtained based on the prior distribution and loglikelihoods as:

p ( ,  ,  | x)    
n

n

   n  ( n /  )  1
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i 1
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 n  xi   
 exp     
 i 1    
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(4.3)

where κ is a parameter of the prior distribution. This distribution is complicated and has no closed form
inferences; thus it is hard to sample points from it. Considering that the Metropolis-Hasting sampler is
good at sampling points from complex posterior distributions, a hybrid Markov-Chain-Monte-Carlo
sampler that is an integration of a Gibbs sampler and a Metropolis-Hastings sampler is used to sample
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random variates [25]. In the hybrid sampler, in each cycle of the Gibbs sampler, the Metropolis step is used
to extract samples from posterior distributions of time-duration parameters.

4.3.2 An Efficient Method to Estimate States of HSMMs with Low Computational Effort
As discussed before, fault prognosis is based on fault diagnosis. In other words, the fault diagnosis
method is used to estimate failure modes and their severities. If a fault is diagnosed, maintenance crews
will repair or replace failed components. Otherwise, the fault prognosis method will be used to estimate
RULs. Thus, the estimation of failure modes and their severities has time requirements or else the late
diagnosis may cause increase in maintenance cost. To identify failure modes and their severities, the key
is to estimate states of HSMMs capturing transitions among failure modes and those capturing evolutions
of fault severities. In existing works, the Viterbi algorithm was widely used to estimate states of HSMMs
from time 1 to time T [26]. In this algorithm, there is a forward process and a backward process. In the
forward process, at time t, it is important to calculate the probability of observations corresponding to a
state segment of staying in State i from time t-d+1 to time t, where d = 1, …, Mi is the time-duration and
the upper bound Mi is determined based on the PDF of the time-duration distribution. This probability
depends on 1) the probability of starting a time-duration in State i at time t-d+1; 2) the probability of staying
in State i for a time-duration d; and 3) the probability that observations from time t-d+1 to time t belong to
State i. The maximum value of this probability is calculated as:
t

 i (t )  max  i* (t  d ) pi (d )  bi (O( s)).
d

(4.4)

s  t  d 1

where the time-duration d maximizing these probabilities is recorded. The variable i*(t) is the maximum
value of probabilities that state sequences stay in State i at time t and transit to State j at time t+1,

 *j (t )  max  i (t )aij .

(4.5)

i
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The State i that maximizes i*(t) is also recorded. In the backward process, when i(T) is determined, the
best sequence of states is recovered by back-tracking through records of d and i. As shown in (4.4), to
obtain i(t), probabilities of each state and each possible time duration should be calculated at each time,
and thus is time consuming. To avoid late diagnosis, a new method is developed to estimate states of
HSMMs in an efficient manner as follows.
4.3.2.1

The Key Idea of an Efficient Method to Estimate States of HSMMs

Components of AHUs have long life expectancies. They usually stay in a normal condition for a long
time, and thus state transitions are small probability events. Consequently, the number of state transition
points is much smaller than that of non-transition points. Since the non-transition points do not transit to
other states, their estimates are the same as their previous transition points. If state transition points are
found, only their states need to be estimated, leading to a substantial decrease in the computational effort.
Thus, the key issue is to find state transition points in an efficient way. To achieve this, as shown in Fig.
4.5, a statistical method is developed to select points that are more likely to transit to other states as potential
state transition points, and these points are marked by black dots. To make sure that the set of potential
state transition points covers all actual ones, L1 points before and L2 points after each selected point are also
considered as potential transition points.

Potential state transition points
State transition points
Extra points to cover actual transition points

... ...

... ...
... ...

... ...

... ...

... ...
... ... ...
... ... ...
... ...

... ...

Figure 4.5. Selecting potential state transition points to cover all actual state transition points
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4.3.2.2

An Efficient Method to Estimate States of HSMMs

As discussed before, it is important to calculate the transition probability and the non-transition
probability at each time. For instance, if the HSMM is in State i at time t, the probability of transiting to
State j at time t+1 is
υij(t+1) = P(O1:t, S(1) = s1, …, S(t) = i, S(t+1) = j| j  i),

(4.6)

and the probability of staying in the current state i is
υii(t+1) = P(O1:t, S(1) = s1, …, S(t) = i, S(t+1) = i).

(4.7)

As long as υij(t+1) > υii(t+1) holds for at least one State j, the transition probability is larger than the nontransition probability. Thus, let

 j (t  1)  max ij (t  1)  ,

(4.8)

the point at time t is more likely to transit to other states if
υj(t+1) > υii(t+1),

(4.9)

and is considered as a potential state transition point. The probabilities υij(t+1) and υii(t+1) can be calculated
by using forward variables  as shown in (4.2). However, to do this, probabilities for each state and each
possible time duration need to be calculated at each time, leading to high computational requirements. To
address this issue, the forward variable not considering probabilities of time-durations are used to
approximate . For instance, the HSMM is in State j at time t+1, the forward variable without considering
time-durations is
αj(t+1) = P(O1:t+1, S(1) = s1, …, S(t+1) = j | Λ), with

(4.10)

 j (t  1)     i (t ) aij   b j (O(t  1)),

(4.11)

N

 i 1
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where Λ are initial probability vectors, state transition matrices and emission probabilities. Given (4.6),
(4.7) and (4.10), it follows

 j (t  1)   ij (t  1)  ii (t  1).

(4.12)

i j

The (4.10) can be divided into two terms as:

 j (t  1)     i (t )aij   b j (O(t  1))
i  j



  j (t ) a jj  b j (O(t  1)).

(4.13)

By comparing (4.12) and (4.13), it is easy to obtain


 ij (t  1)     i (t )aij   b j (O(t  1)), and
i  j


(4.14)

 jj (t  1)   j (t )a jj  b j (O(t  1)).

(4.15)

i j

Given υjj(t+1), υii(t+1) is calculated in the same way.
After selecting potential state transition points by checking (4.9), to make sure that the set of potential
points covers all actual transition points, L1 points before and L2 points after each selected point are added
to the set, where L1 and L2 are set based on experience. Observations corresponding to the set of potential
points are selected to generate a short observation sequence. The Viterbi algorithm of HSMM [26] is used
to estimate its corresponding state sequence. Since the non-potential points do not transit to other states,
their estimates are the same as their previous transition points. Thus, estimates of the original state sequence
are obtained. Given the estimated state sequence, the number of visitors to each state and the number of
points transiting to other states are counted. State transition matrices and time-duration parameters are
estimated based on these numbers.
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4.3.2.3

Performance Metric for Evaluating Estimated States

F-measure is used to evaluate estimated states of HSMMs, since it reflects the precision and recall
(correct/false identification rates) [27]. To generate F-measures, four statistical measures related to
identification rates are considered, including 1) true positive; 2) false positive; 3) true negative; and 4) false
negative. True positive means that the failure mode is correctly estimated; true negative means that the
normal condition is correctly estimated; false positive means that the normal condition is falsely estimated
as a failure mode; and false negative means that the failure mode is falsely estimated as the normal condition
or other failure modes. The larger the F-measure is, the better the performance of our method is.

4.4 Estimating RULs of Components and Systems
In subsection 4.4.1, a method is developed to estimate RULs of components under one failure mode based
on HSMMs. In subsection 4.4.2, a method is developed to estimate RULs of components under multiple
failure modes, and is then extended to the air handling system.

4.4.1 Method of Estimating RULs of Components under One Failure Mode
Certain components are considered to have one failure mode, e.g., decrease in efficiency of the supply
fan. To estimate RULs of components in this case, a backward recursive method developed in [15] is
improved.
4.4.1.1

Estimating RULs of Components under One Failure Mode

As discussed before, levels of capacity are considered as states of components. To estimate RULs,
HSMMs capturing state evolutions of components are required. Since one failure mode is considered, the
state of the component only depends on this failure mode and its severity. Thus, state evolution of the
component is equivalent to evolution of fault severities. The HSMM capturing evolutions of fault severities
is used to estimate RULs directly. At the beginning of the failure mode, degradation of the capacity is too
small to be of concern. However, the component needs to repair or replace if the degradation is larger than
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a threshold. In our problem, the component is considered to have failed, if the failure mode transits to Fault
Severity 3, and the time-to-failure is RUL. To estimate the RUL, three kinds of parameters including 1)
current fault severity; 2) transitions among severities; and 3) expected values of time-durations for each
severity are required. Based on HSMMs capturing evolutions of fault severities in subsection 4.3.1, the
first and the second parameters are obtained, as well as parameters of time-duration distributions. Since
time-durations are assumed to follow Weibull extension distributions, the expected value Di of the timeduration for State i is calculated based on parameters of the time-duration distribution as:


Di  0 Ri (t )dt , with

(4.16)





Ri (t )  exp i i1/ i  exp( i t i )  1 ,

(4.17)

where Ri is the reliability function of the Weibull extension distribution; αi, I and λi are distribution
parameters corresponding to State i. Based on the three parameters, a backward recursive method was
developed to estimate RULs [15]. This method considers that the component will stay in the current state
or transit from Severity i to Severity i+1. Since the component may transit to other severities, e.g., from
Severity i to Severity i+2, the method is improved by considering additional transition possibilities. For
instance, transitions among different severities of tube fouling are shown in Fig. 4.6. In the figure, tube
fouling can transit from State 0 to State 1, 2 or 3.

a00
Scc_tube

0

a11
a01

a33

a22
a12

1

a23

2

3

a13
a02
a03
Figure 4.6. Transitions among severities of tube fouling in the cooling coil
To illustrate the procedure of the improved method, the component being in Scc_tube,0 is used as an example:
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In State 3: RUL3 = 0,

(4.18)

In State 2: RUL2 = D2,

(4.19)

In State 1: RUL1 = a11∙(D1+RUL2) + a12∙RUL2,

(4.20)

In State 0: RUL0 = a00∙(D0 - tstay,0 + RUL1) + a01∙RUL1 + a02∙RUL2,

(4.21)

where the variable tstay,0 is the length of time staying in State 0; and aij is the probability of transiting from
State i to State j. As shown in (4.18), the RUL is zero if the component is in State 3. If the component is
in State 2, it will transit to State 3 after D2 as shown in (4.19). If the component is in State 1, it has two
possible evolutions. In the first case, the component could stay in State 1 with probability a11, and the
expected RUL is D1+RUL2 as shown in (4.20). In the second case, the component will transit to State 2
with the probability a12, and the expected RUL is RUL2. The weighted average of RULs in the two cases
is considered as the RUL in this state. Similarly, if the component is in State 0, it may transit to State 1 or
State 2 as shown in (4.21). Additionally, the current state is 0, thus the length of time staying in State 0
tstay,0 should be removed from the RUL. Similarly, RULs of other components under each failure mode are
estimated.
4.4.1.2

Performance Metrics of Evaluating Estimated RULs

As discussed in [28], multiple kinds of performance metrics are summarized to evaluate the
performance of fault prognosis methods. Five of them are considered, including 1) “accuracy” representing
the difference between the real RUL and its estimated value; 2) “precision” quantifying the dispersion of
prediction errors around its mean; 3) the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPER) quantifying the mean
error in percentage; 4) the Prognostics Horizon (PH) estimating the time at which the first prediction is
within the confidence interval; and 5) the Relative Accuracy (RA) measure permitting one to assess
accuracies of estimated RULs at different times t.
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4.4.2 Method of Estimating RULs of Components under Multiple Failure Modes
Certain components, e.g., the cooling coil, are considered to have multiple failure modes that may be
concurrent. In this case, a statistical method is developed to extract “mapping matrices” from physicsbased models to represent relationships between states of components, i.e., levels of capacity, and severities
of all related failure modes. Given these matrices, fault severities of all related failure modes and their
future evolutions are integrated to obtain those of components to estimate RULs. Then, this method is
extended to the air handling system. To present our method, the cooling coil is used as an example and is
discussed below.
4.4.2.1

Matrices Capturing Accumulation of Impacts of Multiple Failure Modes

Levels of capacity are considered as states of a component and are influenced by multiple failure
modes. It is reasonable to estimate the current state and its future evolutions by integrating severities of
each failure mode. However, it is difficult since explicit functions representing discrete relationships
between levels of capacity and fault severities are not available. As shown in Fig. 4.7, levels of capacity
are the discrete versions of the capacity; fault-related parameters, e.g., tube inside diameter, reflect fault
severities. Since the physics-based model of cooling coils represents continuous relationships between the
cooling capacity and fault-related parameters [22], “mapping matrices” are extracted from the model to
represent the discrete relationships between levels of capacity and fault severities.

Physics-based models
Capacities of cooling
coil

Fault-related
parameters

Levels of capacity of
cooling coil

Fault severities
“Mapping matrices”

Figure 4.7. Extract “mapping matrices” to represent relationships between the cooling coil and its
severities
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To “discretize” the physics-based model, Monte-Carlo simulation is used. For instance, fault-related
parameters of tube fouling and dust on fins are the tube inside diameter dtube,in and the fin surface area Afin,
respectively. By using Monte-Carlo simulation, Nsmp sets of (dtube,in, Afin) are randomly sampled from
different ranges corresponding to various fault severities with equal probabilities. Given these samples,
corresponding cooling capacities are calculated based on the physics-based model. To represent multiple
failure modes as an entity, joint states Sjs,cc are used. Since each gradual fault has four states, there are Njs,cc
= 16 joint states, e.g., Sjs,cc = 0 is equivalent to (Scc_tube = 0, Scc_fin = 0), where Scc_tube and Scc_tube are states of
tube fouling and dust on fins, namely, severities of these failure modes. Additionally, states of the cooling
coil are denoted by Scc. The number of points belonging to Scc = i is denoted by ncc,i. The number of points
corresponding to Scc = i and Sjs,cc = j is denoted by ncc,ij. A mapping matrix M(Sjs,cc| Scc) representing
probabilities of joint states given states of the cooling coil is obtained as:
M ( S js ,cc  j | Scc _ cap  i )  ncc ,ij ncc ,i .

(4.22)

Similarly, a mapping matrix M(Scc|Sjs,cc) representing probabilities of states of the cooling coil given joint
states is obtained.
4.4.2.2

Estimating RULs of the Cooling Coil under Multiple Failure Modes

Given mapping matrices, states of the cooling coil, state transition matrices and parameters of timeduration distributions are estimated based on those of failure modes as below.
Estimating the Current State. To obtain the probability P(Scc_tube(t+1) = n) that tube fouling is under State
n at time t+1 in an efficient way, the forward variable without considering time-durations at time t+1 is
calculated based on that at time t recursively as:
P( Scc _ tube (t  1)  n)   cc _ tube , n (t  1)     cc _ tube , m (t )acc _ tube , mn   bcc _ tube , m (Occ _ tube , (t  1)).
 m 1

N
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(4.23)

Similarly, the probability P(Scc_fin(t+1) = m) is obtained. By assuming that P(Scc_tube) and P(Scc_fin) are
independent, probabilities of joint states P(Sjs,cc) in State i are obtained as:
P(Sjs,cc(t+1)=i) = P(Scc_tube(t+1)=n) ∙P(Scc_fin(t+1)=m),

(4.24)

where the joint state Sjs_cc = i corresponds to Scc_tube = n and Scc_fin = m. Given P(Sjs,cc) and the mapping
matrix M(Scc|Sjs,cc) obtained before, the state of the cooling coil is estimated based on Bayes’ rule as:





N

Scc  arg max Pr  M ( Scc  j | S js ,cc  i )  P ( S js ,cc  i ) .
j

i 1

(4.25)

Estimating State Transition Matrices. The state transition matrix of joint states is the Kronecker product of
those of the two failure modes as:

P( S js ,cc (t  1) | S js ,cc (t ))  P( Scc _ tube (t  1) | Scc _ tube (t ))  P( Scc _ fin (t  1) | Scc _ fin (t )),

(4.26)

The relationships between the state transition matrix of the system and that of joint states is:
 N js ,cc
   P( Scc _ cap (t  1)  m | S js ,cc (t  1)  j )  P( Scc _ cap (t )  n | S js ,cc (t )  i)
i 1  j 1

N js , cc

P( S js ,cc (t  1)  j | S js ,cc (t )  i)  P( S js ,cc (t )  i) 
N js , cc N js , cc

    P( Scc _ cap (t  1)  m, S js ,cc (t  1)  j | S js ,cc (t )  i )
i 1  j 1
 P ( Scc _ cap (t )  n | S js ,cc (t )  i )  P ( S js ,cc (t )  i ) 

 P( Scc _ cap (t  1)  m, Scc _ cap (t )  n)
 P( Scc _ cap (t  1)  m | Scc _ cap (t )  n)  P( S cc _ cap (t )  n).
Given (4.27), the element of the state transition matrix P(Scc (t+1)|Scc (t)) are obtained as:
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(4.27)

P( Scc _ cap (t  1)  m | Scc _ cap (t )  n)
 N js ,cc  N js ,cc
     P ( Scc _ cap (t  1)  m | S js ,cc (t  1)  j )  P ( Scc _ cap (t )  n | S js ,cc (t )  i )
 i 1  j 1



 P( S js ,cc (t  1)  j | S js ,cc (t )  i ) P( S js ,cc (t )  i ) 

P( S cc _ cap (t )  n).

(4.28)

where conditional probabilities P(Scc(t+1)=m|Sjs,cc(t+1)=j) and P(Scc(t)=n|Sjs,cc(t)=i) are obtained based on
training data. For instance, given training data, the number of points corresponding to Scc = m and Sjs,cc = j
is counted, and is then divided by the number of training data to obtain P(Scc(t+1)=m|Sjs,cc(t+1)=j). The
conditional probability P(Sjs,cc(t+1)=j|Sjs,cc(t)=i) is obtained from the state transition matrix of joint states.
Estimating Parameters of Time-duration Distributions. If a failure mode transits to another state, the joint
state also transits to another one. It follows

R js ,cc ( x)  Rcc _ tube ( x)  Rcc _ fin ( x),

(4.29)

where Rjs,cc is the reliability function of joint states; Rcc_tube and Rcc_fin are reliability functions corresponding
to tube fouling and dust on fins, respectively. For the Weibull extension distribution, the reliability function
is







R( x)  exp  [1  e( x / ) ] ,

(4.30)

where α and λ are scale parameters and β is the shape parameter [16]. Based on (29) and (30), the reliability
function of joint states is



R js ,cc ( x)  exp cc _ tube cc _ tube [1  e

( xcc _ tube /  cc _ tube )  cc _ tube

 cc _ fin cc _ fin [1  e

]

( xcc _ fin /  cc _ fin )  cc _ fin
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].

(4.31)

The reliability function Rjs,cc(x) is complex, and it is difficult to obtain parameters αjs,cc, βjs,cc and λjs,cc of
joint states based on this function analytically. To address this issue, Monte-Carlo simulation is used. As
discussed before, the time-duration of a joint state depends on the shortest time-duration of failure modes,
since the joint state will transition to another one as long as one failure mode transits to another severity.
Based on this concept, Nsmp points are randomly sampled from time-duration distributions of the two failure
modes separately and are denoted by ycc_tube and ycc_fin, respectively. Then, min (ycc_tube, ycc_fin) are considered
as samples from the time-duration distribution of the joint state. It is reasonable to assume that the timeduration of joint states also follows a Weibull extension distribution. Thus, parameters αjs,cc, βjs,cc and λjs,cc
of joint states are estimated based on these samples. Given mapping matrices, distribution parameters of
states of the cooling coil are also obtained from those of joint states by using Monte-Carlo simulation.
RULs of the cooling coil under the two failure modes are estimated given current states, state transition
matrices and time-duration distributions estimated above. Similarly, RULs of other components are
estimated.
As discussed in subsection 4.3.1, besides dtube,in and Afin, the air handling system is influenced by a
decrease in the supply fan efficiency esf, which is also considered as a fault-related parameter. Similarly,
the joint state of the system Sjs,sys has 43 = 64 states since three failure modes are considered. By substituting
the physics-based model [23] of fans into the model of cooling coils mentioned in subsection 4.3.1, the
cooling capacity is the function of dtube,in, Afin and esf. Mapping matrices are extracted from this function to
estimate RULs of the system in a similar manner.

4.5 Experimental Results
Our fault diagnosis method is implemented in MATLAB and was run on a laptop with Intel Core i76920HQ 2.9GHz processor and 32GB of memory. To test our method, simulation data are used. Since the
fault-prognosis problem is not sensitive to the scale, in Example 1, a small building with two rooms and a
VAV air handling system is simulated. By using DesignBuilder [29], the building and HVAC structures
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were established. The rough simulation model was then imported into EnergyPlus [22] to select appropriate
component models and change parameters to simulate faults. In this example, performance of our method
in estimating RULs of components and systems are evaluated.

4.5.1 Example 1
The simple building has two 95.517 m3 rooms. Given weather and occupants, loads of buildings are
determined. Most parameters of the HVAC system are set by the EnergyPlus automatically based on the
loads. For instance, under the normal condition, the tube diameter dtube,in is 0.01445 m; the surface area of
fins is 43.59555 m2; and the fan efficiency is 0.7. For the cooling coil, two gradual faults are considered,
including 1) tube fouling simulated from 7/1 to 7/25 by reducing dtube,in by 50%; and 2) dust on fins
simulated from 7/26 to 8/20 by reducing Afin by 50% . Additionally, for the supply fan, a decrease in fan
efficiency is simulated from 8/21 to 9/10 by reducing esf by 50%. The simulation data are collected every
10 mins, and they are divided into two groups, where 50% of the data is used for training and the rest is
used for testing.
4.5.1.1

Estimate Failure Modes of Components

Failure modes of the cooling coil are estimated as shown in Fig. 4.8. Actual states and estimated states
are represented by black dashed lines and blue stars, respectively. The x-axis is the time, and the y-axis is
the state of the cooling coil. States corresponding to the normal condition, the tube fouling and the dust on
fins are denoted by ‘0,’ ‘8’ and ‘4.’ In the figure, most actual state points and their estimates are the same
and are overlapped. However, there are some missed detections. For instance, dust on fins occurs on 7/26,
but it is falsely estimated as the normal condition at the beginning and detected later since it degrades
gradually. There are also some false alarms. For instance, the normal condition around 6/12 is falsely
estimated as tube fouling. F-measures of the normal condition, tube fouling and dust on fins are 0.987,
0.989 and 0.948, thus false identification rates are low. Additionally, in iterations of the hybrid sampler to
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estimate HSMM parameters, it takes 5253 sec to estimate states of HSMMs given the parameters by using
our method developed in subsection 4.3.2.
CC state
9
Estimates of states
Actual states

State of CC

7

Miss detection

5
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False alarms

1
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Figure 4.8. Estimates of gradual faults in the cooling coil by using our effective method (HSMM)
If HMMs are used, as shown in Fig. 4.9, F-measures of the normal condition, tube fouling and dust on fins
are 0.977, 0.979 and 0.93. In HMMs, the geometric distribution is implicitly used to approximate timedurations of states, and the assumption may not be reasonable in practice. Thus false identification rates of
HMMs are larger than those of HSMMs.
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Figure 4.9. Estimates of gradual faults in the cooling coil by using HMM
If the standard Viterbi algorithm is used, it takes 20257 sec to estimate states of the HSMM in the hybrid
sampler, and is much larger than 5253 sec required by our method. Additionally, F-measures of the normal
condition, tube fouling and dust on fins are 0.987, 0.99 and 0.963 as shown in Fig. 4.10, and they have no
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big differences from those of using our method. This is because all actual state transition points are covered
in the set of potential state transition points.
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Figure 4.10. Estimates of gradual faults in the cooling coil by using standard Viterbi algorithm (HSMM)
Similarly, for the supply fan, decrease in fan efficiency is diagnosed as shown in Fig. 4.11. F-measures
of the normal condition and decrease in fan efficiency are 0.992 and 0.963, respectively.
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Figure 4.11. Estimates of failure modes in the supply fan by using HSMM
4.5.1.2

Estimate Severities of Failure Modes

Severities of tube fouling are estimated as shown in Fig. 4.12. The normal condition and the three
fault severities are denoted by ‘0,’ ‘1,’ ‘2,’ and ‘3.’ F-measures of the normal condition and three fault
severities are 0.997, 0.911, 0.924 and 0.959. Similarly, severities of dust on fins are estimated as shown in
Fig. 4.13. Corresponding F-measures are 0.991, 0.884, 0.940 and 0.943.
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Figure 4.12. Estimated severities of tube fouling by using an HSMM
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Figure 4.13. Estimated severities of dust on fins by using an HSMM
For the supply fan, severities of decrease in fan efficiency are estimated as shown in Fig. 4.14. F-measures
of the normal condition and three fault severities are 0.994, 0.908, 0.99 and 1.
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Figure 4.14. Estimated severities of decrease in supply fan efficiency by using an HSMM
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4.5.1.3

Estimate RULs of Components

If only one failure mode is considered, e.g., tube fouling, RULs are estimated as shown in Fig. 4.15.
In the figure, the x-axis is the time t, and the y-axis is the RUL of the component at time t. Actual RULs
and estimated RULs are marked by black lines and blue lines, respectively. At the beginning, there is a
constant error between estimated RULs and their actual values. This is because parameters of the timeduration distributions are estimated based on training data and may not the same as those in the testing data.
The error between the estimated RUL and the actual RUL increases around the 875 th time unit. This is
because tube fouling is diagnosed with a delay, thus the estimated severity is different from the actual one.
Tube fouling
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Figure 4.15. Actual and estimated RULs of the cooling coil under tube fouling
If multiple failure modes, e.g., tube fouling and dust on fins, are considered, RULs of the cooling coil
are estimated as shown in Fig. 4.16. Estimated RULs are close to actual RULs.
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Figure Actual and estimated RULs of the cooling coil under tube fouling and dust on fins
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Similarly, RULs of the supply fan are estimated as shown in Fig. 4.17.
Decrease in the supply fan efficiency
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Figure 4.17. Actual and estimated RULs of the supply fan
4.5.1.4

Estimate RULs of the Air Handling System

RULs of the air handling system are estimated as shown in Fig. 4.18. As mentioned before, some
information is lost by discretizing the physics-based model to obtain mapping matrices, and this causes
errors between actual RULs and estimated RULs.
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Figure 4.18. Estimated RULs of the air handling system under gradual faults
4.5.1.5

Performance Analysis of Our Fault Prognosis Method

To evaluate performances of our fault prognostics method, five performance metrics are calculated.
RULs are relatively precise (accuracy equals 0.7226) since the value of the accuracy measure is close to
one. The value of the precision measure is good with a dispersion of 102.893 time units, namely, 17.149
hours. MAPER quantifies the mean error in percentage, and is 434.602. This value is large because the
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mapping matrix is extracted from the physics-based model, and some information is lost. The value of the
HP measure is equal to 170 time units, namely, 28.3 hours. This means that estimates of RULs entered the
confidence intervals of the actual RULs after the launch of our method by 28.3 hours. As same as in [28],
the parameter λc is set as 0.5 for the Pα-λ measure, namely, the middle of the data length λcT = 0.5T. The
value of the measure being ‘Yes’ means that the predictions are within the confidence interval at 0.5T. For
the measure RA, the parameter λc is set as [0.25 0.5 0.75] corresponding to three time intervals: the
beginning, the middle and the end of data. RAs are [0.835 0.815 0.907] corresponding to the three intervals.
RAs are close to one, thus estimated RULs are close to their actual values.

4.6 Conclusion
This paper presents a HSMM-based method to estimate RULs of both the air handling system and their
components, while considering gradual faults. To estimate RULs, two kinds of HSMMs are established to
capture transitions among failure modes and evolutions of fault severities. To identify current failure modes
and their severities, an effective method is developed to estimate states of HSMMs with low false
identification rates and low computational effort. To estimate RULs of components under multiple failure
modes, a statistical method is developed to extract mapping matrices from physics-based models to capture
discrete relationships between states of components and severities of corresponding failure modes. This
method is also used to estimate RULs of systems.
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